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~Summar

This report presents the technical basis of the. ATWS Emergency Operating
Procedure for the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station. This report was
developed in support of PP& L's implementation of Rev. 4 of the Boiling Water
Reactor Owners Group (BWROG) Emergency Procedure Guide (EPG).

The approach used in the development of our response strategy for ATWS. is to
obtain an understanding of the general reactor behavior under the pertinent
operating regimes. The particular areas of interest are low pressure and low
water level operation, and operation with water level above the feedwater
spargers.'ur analysis, carried out with the in-house code SABRE, indicates
that the reactor is highly unstable at low pressure (less than approximately
30 psia). SABRE calculations also show that the core power is highly
responsive to reactor pressure disturbances, generated by SRV cycling, when
water level is near or below the top of active fuel (TAF). Moreover, accurate
level instrumentation is not available with level near TAF. Although the EPGs
attempt to control reactor pressure by instructing operators to manually open
a fixed number of SRVs, the elimination of valve cycling cannot be guaranteed,
and in fact, some valve cycling is expected as operators readjust valve
position to control pressure. With regard to ope~ation with water level above
the feedwater spargers, our calculations indicate that prompt feedwater flow
reduction is required, whether or not there is a threat to primary
containment, because it is effective in preventing the buildup of high levels
of core-inlet subcooling which can lead to the development of large-amplitude
power oscillations.

It is important to emphasize that our SABRE calculations are not used to
justify reactor operation under conditions where the reactor is poorly behaved
by showing .that fuel integrity can be maintained. On the contrary, we use our
calculational results to identify operating regimes where core integrity is
likely to be threatened, and then develop a strategy which avoids these
operating regimes. Consequently, the reactor is maintained within an
operating domain where we are confident that core integrity will be preserved.
This is accomplished by allowing increased thermal loading (over that allowed
by the BWROG EPGs) to the primary containment and thus obtaining a more
balanced strategy for protecting both the core and the primary containment.

As discussed above, in evaluating the suitability of the generic EPGs to
Susquehanna, PP&L carried out an extensive evaluation. This evaluation has
identified the need to deviate from the generic guidance in three specific
areas. First, the PP&L specific guidance requires prompt water level
reduction and SLCS initiation for ATWS where the power level is greater than
5X. The BWROG guidance requires water level reduction-and SLCS initiation
when the suppression pool temperature reaches 110'F. Second, PP&L allows
water level reduction to about 4','bove top of active fuel. The BWROG allows
water level reduction to about 2','elow top of active fuel. Third, PP&L
prohibits RPV depressurization on the HCTL when the reactor is critical.'he
BWROG requires RPV depressurization on the HCTL.



1.0 Introduction

This report describes the PP8L position on Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOPs) for events with failure to scram, ATWS. It is intended to impart an
understanding of the pertinent ATWS safety issues and to demonstrate how
PP&L's response strategy addresses these safety issues without unduly taxing
the operators. To this end we present the potential challenges to both the
core and the primary containment resulting from ATWS, describe both PP&L's and
the BWROG EPG Rev. 4 procedural guidance, — and compare how effective each
strategy is at minimizing both plant damage and complex operator actions.
Prior to this presentation, however, we will review the ATWS related analyses
and evaluations performed by PP&L over the last 10 years. This review of past
work gives insight to the evolution of PP8L's ATWS strategy.

PP&L began investigating ATWS events in the spring of 1982. This initial
effort was performed to identify the minimum reactor power that could be
achieved and still ensure core cooling. These calculations were performed
with a crude in-house transient analysis code (ref. I) and the EPRI steady
state hydraulics program, NATBWR (ref. 2). This work demonstrated that for
the full isolation ATWS and no boron injection or control rod insertion,
containmenz fail', e was inevitable since the core power could not be reduced
to within the capacity of the RHR system through both level reduction and
vessel depressurization. Given this knowledge, PP&L then commenced a much
broader effort for the purpose of deriving a set of operating procedures that
ensured adequate margin for both core and primary containment integrity and
required minimal operator intervention. This work required a substantial
increase in both in-house and contractor expenditures. The results of this
analysis lead PP8L to taking a deviation to the BWROG EPG Rev. 3 in 1985
(ref. 3). Prior to taking this deviation, PP&L contracted S. Levy Inc.
(ref. 4) to perform a detailed technical evaluation of both the ATWS response
strategy and the supporting analysis (ref. 5). Subsequent to taking this
deviation EPRI performed a comparative review of PP8L's and the BWROG EPG
Rev. 4 strategies (Appendix A). While EPRI endorsed neither strategy, the
tone of the lette" . eport was very favorable toward PP8L's approa~". EPRI
states, "The BWROG EPG procedures in general are extremely complex. Even with
ideal response of the operators and equipment to a severe. ATWS event, the
plant will operate under conditions which have never been tested or thoroughly
analyzed. The PP8L approach is well thought out with the operator and human
factors in mind and pays more attention to operator performance than the BWROG
EPGs. It simplifies emergency operating procedures with the objective of
enhancing operator reliability. Using PP&L's approach, success is assured
more easily. The simulator tests at several plants are a testimony to this."

Soon after initiating this second analysis effort, it became clear to PP&L
that the BWR may be highly unstable under certain operating regimes. We

arrived at this conclusion based upon the following observations. There is a
significant reduction in the RPV free area below the upper plenum. Thus,
small changes in vessel water mass when the level is below the top of the
upper plenum can result in larger flow changes, Also, limit cycle behavior
was observed at the Vermont Yankee stability test (ref. 6), Finally, early
BWRs exhibited unstable operation at low pressure (ref. 7). Furthermore,
there was a concern that this unstable mode of operation may result in core
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damage. We, therefore, structured our ATWS response procedure to avoid
regimes of .operation where the reactor was believed to be unstable or poorly
behaved. While these procedures were reflected in our original IPE (ref. 8)
core damage as a direct result of unstable operation at low pressure
represented 45/ of the total core damage frequency. This outcome lead to a
third even broader phase ATWS analysis.

This third phase consisted of three parts: a detailed investigation of scram
failures, an investigation of the reactor power as a function of RPV pressure,
core flow, and inlet enthalpy when the control rods are inserted in half of
the core (single scram discharge volume failure), and the development of a
power correlation as a function of makeup enthalpy, reactor pressure, and core
flow. These three efforts are complete. The results of this analysis were
presented to the NRC staff on Hay 9, 1989 (ref. 10). Additional analysis has
been initiated since this meeting to address specific questions raised by the
NRC staff. This additional analysis effort is still underway and includes the
development of the fast running time domain reactor plant model, SABRE, to
study reactor dynamics (Appendix B). While the SABPE code is still under
development, its present state is adequate to allow us to study global
stability issues associated with the reactor. The knowledge gained from this
analysis nas allowed us to respond to these NRC questions in a manner that has
lead us to extend our operating procedures to the point where we believe that
the chance of core or'containment failure given ATWS is quite small.
Furthermore, this has been accomplished without imposing tricky operator
actions.

2.0 Potential Challen es to Core and Primar Containment Inte rit From ATWS

This section presents the challenges to core and primary containment integrity
expected during an ATWS event. We define challenges to either the core or the
primary containment in terms of complying with lOCFR100. The conditions that
will result in exceeding 10CFR100 are failure of both the fuel clad and the
primary containment accompanied with a fission product source term release
that will cause doses in excess of 2'30 rem thyroid. Maintaining the integrity
of either the fuel clad or the primary containment will assure compliance with
IOCFR100. We, therefore, must examine the failure mechanism associated with
each of these barriers before we can assess the effectiveness of a procedural
strategy. First, we present the challenges to core and primary containment
integrity. We then identify the regimes of reactor operation in which the
reactor is susceptible to these failure modes. Finally, a summary of threats
to the core and primary containment boundaries are presented.

2. 1 Challenges to Core Integrity During ATWS
'n

this section we present the core failure mechanisms postulated to occur
during ATWS. We then present the modes of reactor operation in which these
failure mechanisms are most likely to be encountered.

2. 1. 1 Core Failure Mechanisms During ATWS

One of the functions of the fuel rod clad is to contain the radioactive
fission products which are generated within the fuel pellets during power
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operation. Breach of the fuel rod clad will result in radioactivity release
into the reactor coolant system, with the potential for discharge to primar.
containment via the SRVs. During an ATWS, fuel rod clad integrity may be lost
due to:

~ loss of cooling, or
~ mechanical failure of the clad.

The first of these is caused by lack of two-phase cooling for some period of
time. In this event, cooling is achieved only by heat transfer to the steam
environment and as a result, the fuel and clad may heat up to temperatures at,
which chemical reaction rates between the zirconium clad and the steam become
significant. The reaction rate increases with temperature, and a temperature
level can be reached at which the heat produced by the chemical and nuclear
reactions is sufficient to cause the zirconium water reaction to become self
sustaining. At that temperature; the rate of temperature increase accelerates
until the melting point of the clad material is reached and relocation of
molten material reduces the reaction rate locally. The. molten material flows
or falls to lower regions of the core, which may still be cooled by a
two-phase coolant. These sections of the core will be much cooler than the
locations experiencing melting. Therefore, the relocating material is likely
to freeze and block a substantial portion of the coolant channel flow area.
With the coolant flow reduced from the pa} tial flow channel blockage, melting
of the uranium pellets in the upper regions of the core may ensue in a manner
similar to the damage sequences at THI-2.

Mechanical,loss of clad integrity, on the other hand, is primarily a result of
stresses in the clad caused by internal gas pressure or mechanical
interference with the UO pellets, or a combination of these two sources of
stress The.only credible source of this type of clad damage are:

l. a brief period of inadequate core cooling with a rapid quench by
reflood, or

2. an event involving unstable operation or a severe reactivity
transient.

Mechanical clad damage in ATWS events may occur when the reactor is taken into
a range of operating conditions where it becomes unstable or where a rapid
insertion of reactivity occurs. In the case of unstable operation, the
reactor goes into an oscillatory mode of operation. These oscillations can
become quite large and the resulting cycles in thermal expansion .and-
cgntraction can result in eventual mechanical failure of the clad by crack
formation. In the case of reactivity insertions, the cause may be a sudden
increase in the rate of water injection.

We present a detailed discussion of these failure mechanisms in the following
sections.
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2. 1. 1. 1 Clad Failure Due to Burnout

It is possible during periods of high power and/or low level operation that
some segments of the fuel clad could loose two-phase cooling due to partial
uncovery of the core or from a transition into film boiling. In these
situation's the clad temperature could increase beyond 2200'F where metal water
reaction becomes rapid, thus weakening the clad due to embrittlement. Clad
melting could occur as the temperature increases from metal water reaction.
In either case fission gas will escape due to clad failure. Therefore, we

must consider clad damage from burnout.

The 'reactor core is composed of three major components: zircaloy clad fuel
rod, zircaloy channel boxes and stainless steel control blades. These
components continuously experience some extremely small amount of oxidation at
normal operating temperatures. Thus, some amount of oxidation can occur
without considering the core to be damaged. The oxidation reaction rate is
strongly temperature dependent. If core cooling is interrupted, the fuel clad
temperature will increase which in turn increases the clad oxidation rate.
This oxidation reaction causes the zircaloy to become brittle and thus more

susceptible to thermal shock upon reflood.

Reference 11 is a summary document on clad failure due to burnout. The
results presented indicate that burnout failures result from clad
embrittlement due to metal-water reactions at elevated temperature. Based on

this report, PP&L concludes that the clad can operate for three hours at
1800'F without failure from embrittlement. This result does'ot account for
failure due to a pressure differential across the clad.

The ultimate strength of a material decreases as the temperature of the
material increases. Therefore, as the clad temperature increases, the clad
becomes more susceptible to failure due to the hoop stress exceeding the
ultimate stress or the critical buckling stress.

Chapman (ref. 12) has summarized various experiments on zircaloy r:..'ailure
at elevated temperatures. Using this information he has correlated the
failure temperature as a function of pressure and temperature ramp rate. „

Applying this correlation as described by Lorenz (ref. 13), we find that
stress failure of the clad that has experienced a high temperature ramp rate
may occur around 1550'F with the reactor pressure at 1090 psia and 1950'F with
the reactor pressure at 200 psia. These temperatures span the temperature at
which the clad is expected to fail as a result of high stresses and

'mbrittlement.This cor'relation, therefore, is used to judge th'e occurrence
of clad failure.

2. 1. 1.2 Clad Failure Due to Cyclic Fatigue

As presented above, power oscillations are expected to occur under certain
modes of operation in the failure to scram case. The power oscillations cause

temperature oscillations in the fuel clad which can induce cyclic stress in
the clad. Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation investigated the clad response
to sinusoidal power oscillations which vary from 0 to 120X with the mean power

at 60X power (ref. 14). This study showed that the clad stresses are well
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below the limit. The study concludes: "For short-term periods of oscillation
(10 minutes or less), there is a factor of 10 margin to cyclic fatigue limits,
which indicates that the tolerable amplitude of power oscillation is several
times larger than the rated power of the reactor. For 1"ong-term periods
(30 days to a year), a factor„. of 3 to 4 remains to cyclic fatigue limits.
Hence, from this standpoint the fuel can withstand oscillations at the maximum
credible amplitude for at least a full cycle of reactor operation.
Considerable conservatism is built into this analysis by always assuming
pellet to clad contact. Realistically, the reduced -power operation in the
region where stability is a concern implies the existence of sufficient pellet
to clad gap that hard contact between pellet and clad would not be expected to
occur."

This ANF analysis indicates that the clad can withstand core wide oscillation
within the scram setpoint without'concern. Furthermore, the authors of the
study claim the clad can survive much greater oscillation for a shorter length
of time. They do not, however, estimate either amplitude or length of time
the clad can survive the greater oscillations,

PP&L has attempted to bound the power oscillation the clad can sur.'ive without
failure during A~~!S. The approach taken is very simple. The temperature
oscillation which the fuel can survive for three hours without failure is
estimated. Then, the SABRE analysis is reviewed to determine if any condition
exists which result in such temperature differences. Haterial properties were
obtained from ANF (ref. 15) and the fatigue relationship for irradiated
zircaloy was obtained from ref. 16. We further assumed that the fuel cycled
about this temperature at 0.33 hz for three hours. The .33 hz being the
natural frequency of the system and the three hours being the longest time the
ATWS could last unmitigated without containment failure. Using the above
references and assumption, we compute an oscillation hT of greater than
1200'F.

2. 1. 1.3 Clad Failure Due to Pellet-Clad-Interaction

Rapid power changes can accelerate clad failure as a result of pellet-clad
- interaction (PCI), Power transients result in'the release of volatile fission

products from the fuel pellet such as iodine and cause high local clad stress
due to fuel pellet impingement on the clad. These conditions result in clad
failures due to stress corrosion cracking, which is the primary cause of clad
failure from pellet-clad-interactions. During ATWS events global core
instabilities, should they occur, will result in many core-wide power
transients which may in fact result in clad failure. Therefore, .the potential
for clad failures during ATWS due to PCI must be considered.

The ANF ramp test data (ref. 17) was reviewed to see if a fuel clad failure
criteria could be obtained which we could apply to the ATWS transient.
Although a PCI failure criterion does exist, it is not directly applicable to
the ATWS transient due to the conditions under which the test was performed.
The important conditions are listed below.

~ The fuel was preconditioned for at least two hour s at rated
conditions.
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~ The power ramp imposed on the fuel ranged from 1 kw/sec to
0.045 .kw/sec.

~ The peak power was at most four times. preconditioned power.

~ The fuel was held at the peak power from 8 to 75 minutes.

During an ATWS transient, a different set of conditions apply. These
conditions are listed below.

~ The fuel is preconditioned at lOOX power before the ATWS but is ramped
down to 20-30K.

~ After the initial down ramp, the fuel is subjected to ramp rates of as
much as 90,000 kw/sec.

~ The peak power resulting from the ramp is as great as 4500 times that
of rated power.

~ The fuel is maintained at these peak conditions for no more than a-few
milliseconds.

These differences are important because the clad fails due to stress imposed
on it by the power increase. This increased stress results from thermal
expansion of the fuel pellet and the fuel clad and is most severe when the
pellet impinges on the clad. Therefore, the stress imposed upon, the clad
depends upon the temperature distribution in the fuel and the clad, which, are
in turn dependent upon the energy addition rate, the energy rejection rate,
and the fuel time constant. Comparing the test conditions and the ATWS
conditions one can see that these two situations are not compatible.

Since no applicable damage criteria exists, we have used this data to specify
the following ad hoc core damage criteria for PCI during the ATWS conditions.

Core damage is assumed to occur if the linear heat generation rate, averaged
over any 2-minute interval, exceeds 15. 1 kw/ft.

We base th'is criteria on the following rationale. A clad failure was observed
in the ANF ramp test data (ref. 17) to occur 2 minutes after reaching a
terminal power of 15. 1 kw/ft. The thermal time constant of the fuel is about
6 or 7 seconds; therefore, stress imposed by the temperature distribution
associated with this power level should be at steady state. Consequently,
stress developed from this power level resulted in clad failure after
2 minutes of operation.

During ATWS, average power is determined by the injection flow rate and the
injection enthalpy. Large variations in the power level can occur due to
reactor power oscillation. This behavior may result in periods of time when
the reactor is operating at a power level far in excess of the average power.
If average elevated power lasts for several fuel thermal time constants, then
the stresses may be equivalent to those experienced during the ramp test.
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Therefore, we believe the ramp test data may be applicable during time
intervals of the ATWS transient.

2. 1. 1.4 Clad Failure Due to Large Reactivity Insertions

The final cause of core damage we consider from ATWS is due to reactivity
insertion in excess of one dollar. Such large reactivity insertions may
result in extreme power generation which in turn could lead to prompt fuel
dispersion. Such large reactivity insertions may be possible when rapidly
reflooding the core with cold water after vessel depressurization and are
therefore considered.

The control rod drop accident is the only accident considered in the design of
the plant where large positive reactivity insertions are considered. In the
control rod drop accident, only the fuel bundles adjacent to the control rod
that has dropped out experience these large reactivity insertions. In an
unmitigated ATWS event, extensive regions of the core may experience these
large reactivity insertions. Core damage, however, progresses fuel pin by
fuel pin. We, therefore, believe that the core damage criteria for the rod
drop accident apply here on a pin by pin basis. These criteria are described
in ref. 18, and are repeated here for completeness.

"As reference points, the following design and fuel failure criteria have been
established by General Electric based on experimental data generated by the
SPERT tests:

Enthalpy = 170 cal/gm, clad failure threshold
Enthalpy = 280 cal/gm, specific energy design limit
Enthalpy = 425 cal/gm, prompt fuel dispersal threshold"

2. l.2 Reactor Operating Nodes Associated With Core Failure Nechanisms

In this section we describe the regimes of operation in which the reactor is
most likely to encounter the core challenges presented above. Th
information is essential when defining and evaluating potential procedural
responses to ATWS conditions. We first present 'the known operat'ng regimes of
concern and then explain why these regimes present a threat to core. integrity.

Five regimes of reactor operation are identified which may challenge core
integrity. These regimes are reactor operation with the recirculation pumps
tripped and:

~ High core inlet subcooling, or

~ Low RPV pressure, or

~ Feedback between the core and the balance of plant control systems, or

~ RPV water between Minimum Steam Cooling Water Level (NSCWL) and TAF,
or
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Furthermore, any combination of the above conditions represents an even
greater challenge to core '.ntegrity. -The first four modes of operation are of
concern because they can lead to density-wave oscillation while the fifth mode
can result in some bundles experiencing burnout.

2. 1.2. 1 High Core Inlet Subcooling

High core inlet subcooling may excite nuclear-coupled density wave
oscillations. Increasing the subcooling causes the power density to become
more bottom peaked and also increases the power-to-flow ratio. These effects
favor the occurrence of density wave instabilities because:

~ The maximum flux is increased where the gradient of the void
reactivity is the greatest,

~ 'The core-wide void fraction is increased thus increasing the two-phase
friction loss, and

~ The power,-to-flow ratio is increased; thus, small changes in the flow
result ir. larger changes in power.

Therefore, r"gimes where high inlet subcooling is expected should be avoided.

There are two regimes where the inlet subcooling is expected to be high: a
loss of feedwater heating with the RPV water level above the feedwater
sparger, and operation of the low pressure ECCS system. GE has performed
calculatio'ns for the BWROG (ref. 19) which indicate that the reactor goes
unstable when the core inlet subcooling exceeds about 15'K and the occurrence
of core damage from .burnout be ruled out once the core-inlet subcooling
exceeds a threshold value of about 40K (87 Btu/ibm). We believe this
threshold value is bounding for Susquehanna because the GE calculations were
performed assuming operation on the extended rod line, with a higher power
density, and with 100X bypass capability. These factors result in an unstable
core at natural circulation as .indicated by the BWR/5 -two recirculation pumptrip analysis in ref. 19.

2. 1.2.2 Low RPV Pressure Operation

There is a concern that the BWR plant will exhibit highly unstable operation
at low RPV pressure. This concern is based upon observed unstable operations
at low pressure in early BWRs. The potential for unstable operation exists
because the void reactivity coeFFicient is orders of magnitude larger at low
pressure than at high pressure (ref. 7).

The dependency of the stability limit on 'pressure has'een derived by Svanholm
(ref. 20) in simplified form using graphical techniques to show the nature of
dependency. Pressure reduction is destabilizing because of the large
reduction of vapor density with pressure reduction and the consequential
increase in channel exit velocity relative to inlet velocity. The influence
of pressure reduction is further exacerbated by nuclear heating effects since
any change in power is now reflected in a greater change in reactivity which
further magnifies the destabilizing influence.
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The immediate influence of reactor depressurization is stabilizing since the
additional flashing of liquid required for depressurization introduces excess
voids in the reactor core and can essentially t'erminate fission power
production if the rate of depressurization is high enough and the injection
flow rate is low enough. Once the depressurization is terminated, however,
the result is the immediate initiation of a power excursion. Our
calculations, as shown in Figures 2. 1.2.2-1 to 4 using SABRE, indicate that
these power excursions become severe when the reactor pressure falls below
300 psia. The typical pattern seen for these -excursions is a very severe
power excursion reaching a magnitude of several thousand percent of design
power followed by one or two, or perhaps more, relatively modest excursions of
usually significantly less than 1000%. These modest excursions allow the
energy of the severe excursion to be dissipated and allow the periodic in-rush
of liquid coolant following an excursion to cause a reactivity insertion which
can overcome the fuel Doppler reactivity and exceed prompt critical once more.

At low pressure, the reactivity insertions seem more rapid than at high
pressure, probably because of greater liquid density, and the resulting
exceedance of prompt critical greater than what is observed at high pressure.
The resulting power excdrsions are narrower, however, and appear to have less
energy content th"n at high pressure. Typically, these excursions seem to
have an energy content of about 2 full power seconds at low pressure
(-250 psia) and perhaps 3 to 4 full power seconds at high pressure. Some
caution is advised here, since these results are for a single channel model
(SABRE) and sensitivity studies are far from complete, However, based upon
our current state of knowledge. we expect core damage will result for the full
or partial ATWS when the reactor pressure is lowered below 300 psig. We also
expect that these oscillations can be suppressed by boron injection or
insertion of a sufficient number of control rods.

2. 1.2.3 Feedback Between the Core and the Balance-of-Plant Control Systems

In a non-isolation ATWS event where the turbine bypass and reactor feedwater
systems are available, reactor control systems regulate pressure and downcomer
water level as the transient progresses. Under unstable conditions the
reactor power and flow begin to oscillate with increasing magnitude, and the
control systems attempt to maintain reactor pressure and downcomer level at
their setpoints. In doing so, the controllers generate oscillations in
reactor feed flow and st'earn flow which have essentially the same frequency as
the reactor power/flow oscillations. These resonant int'eractions between the
reactor core dynamics and the reactor boundary conditions (feedwater flow and
vessel steam flow) significantly increase the amplitude of reactor
instabilities (ref. 21) .

Simulations carried out at Brookhaven National Lab with the Engineering Plant
Analyzer (EPA) show that the imposition of dynamic reactor boundary conditions
which describe BOP control systems can increase the fission power oscillation
amplitude by a factor of 3.5 (ref. 22). PP&L calculations (Figures 2. 1.2.3-1
and 2) indicate a similar r'eactor response to BOP feedback. Simulation of a
non-isolation ATWS event with normal water level and increasing feedwater
subcooling showed a factor of 6 increase in peak oscillation amplitude when
the turbine bypass capacity was increased from,25% to 100% of rated vessel
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steam flow. It must be emphasized that the PP&L calculations use a simplified
model to account-.for intera.tions associated with the pressure regulator.
Therefore, the factor of 6 increase in oscillation amplitude may be a gross
estimate of the pressure regulator influence..

With a 25% bypass system, the vessel steaming rate exceeds the bypass capacity
for this particular transient; the bypass valves are fully open and the excess
steam is discharged through the SRVs. Since the bypass valves are maintained
full open, feedback between the pressure regulator and the vessel dynamics is "

eliminated. For a 100% bypass system, however, the steaming rate produced by
the reactor is well within the capacity of the bypass system so the pressure
regulator causes movement of the valves in an attempt to maintain constant
reactor pressure. Fluctuations in 'bypass valve flow area occur at the same
frequency as the reactor power, flow, and pressure oscillations.
Consequently, the oscillation of the valve flow area produces resonance
between the steam flow exiting the vessel and the core power and flow
dynamics, This resonant forcing on the core dynamics by the oscillating steam
flow can produce a large increase in the amplitude of the reactor power/flow
oscillations as indicated by the Brookhaven and PP&L calculations:

2. 1.2.4 RPV Water Level Between the Hinimum Steam Cooling Water Level (NSCWL)
and Top of Active Fuel

Reactor operation with the RPV water between the HSCWL and TAF presents a risk
to the fuel clad from burnout. Once the water level drops below TAF,
two-phase cooling of the fuel clad can no longer be guaranteed, especially in
the low power bundles. " In fact, the NSCWL .is defined to be that RPV 'water
level where steam cooling is sufficient to maintain the clad temperature below
1500'F under steady-state conditions (ref. 23). This temperature is at least
800'F above the clad rewet temperature and only 50 F shy of the clad burst
temperature of 1550'F at 1090 psia (see Section 2. l. l. I). Should the
two-phase water level in the bundles increase suddenly due to some change in a

system parameter such as pressure (from SRV cyclir g), the fission power will
increase dramatic-...'.g.from the increased-moderation. However,, there will be
no corresponding increase in bundle heat transfer, since the fuel is well
above the rewet temperature., Therefore, there is a greater risk of burnout
when the water level is below TAF during ATWS.

Our calculations, as shown in Figure 2. 1.2.4-1, predict large amplitude water
level and corresponding power oscillations when the RPV water level is
maintained between HSCWL and TAF. These large-amplitude disturbances are
caused by SRV cycling. Pressure fluctuations generated by opening or closing
SRVs cause flow surges through the reactor core. These sudden increases in
flow produce reactivity insertions which can generate power spikes as large as
2000% of rated power. Details of the power, flow, pressure, 'and SRV response
are shown in Figures 2. 1.2.4-2 and 3. Power spikes of this magnitude are
particularly threatening to fuel integrity under low-level operation because
there is reduced margin to CHF (critical heat flux) at low core flow rates.
We are not aware of any other calculations which have been carried out to
determine the effect of SRV actuations on reactor power with level below TAF.
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Figure 2. 1.2.4-4 illustrates reactor response to SRV cycling with level near
-150" (-1'bove TAF). At this water level, power spikes are greatly reduced
and reach only 75%-100% of rated power. With water level at -110" (-4'bove
TAF), our considerations indicate that power.osci,llations are insignificant
and pose no threat to core integrity or to the operators'bility to maintain
a stable water level.

An increase in core power responsiveness to reactor pressure fluctuations at
reduced water levels has also been observed in calculations performed by EPRI
(ref. 24) and Taiwan Power Company (ref. 25) using the RETRAN code. The EPRI
calculations showed power oscillating between 12% and 50% as downcomer level
dropped near TAF for an MSIV closure ATWS with no make-up flow. In the Taiwan
Power calculations, power spikes, generated by SRV cycling, reached about 200%
of rated power with collapsed downcomer water level maintained -1 to 2'bove
TAF.

We have restricted the minimum water level to -110" or 51" above TAF to ensure
adequate margin for core cooling. Below -110" the downcomer free area changes
from 300 to 88 square feet and the water level response becomes sensitive to
"hanges in sy"tern parameters such as RPV pressure The level response to a
change in core flow will be as much as a factor of 3.5 greater with the level
below -110" than above -110". Furthermore, wide range level is lost at -150"
and only fuel zone indication, which is not calibrated for operation at
elevated pressures, is available below this level.

2. 1.2.5 Operation on a Very High Rod Line

Reactor operation on very high rod lines has a destabilizing influence on
reactor operation. The higher rod lines increase the reactor power density.
This condition favors density-wave oscillations. While the vast majority of
BWR operation at natural circulation has been stable, limit cycle operation
has been observed during natural circulation at high power density BWRs when a
few additional control rods were withdrawn (ref. 26, 27). These tests show
that at a fixed subcooling the reactor became less stable as control rods were
withdrawn. We conclude that the power density as set by the rod line directly
impacts the subcooling at which the reactor goes unstable.

2.2 Challenges to Primary Containment Integrity During ATWS

In this section we present the containment failure mechanism postulated to
occur during ATWS. We then present the modes of reactor operation that are
most likely to be associated with these failure mechanisms.

2.2. 1 Primary Containment Failure Mechanism

The primary containment can fail because either the internal pressure exceeds
the containment ultimate strength, or in the case of core damage with vessel
failure, the containment pressure boundary fails due to thermal attack by core
debris. While the second mode of failure is important from a severe accident
view point, events which proceed to this state of core degradation are beyond
the scope of ATWS procedures. We, therefore, limit our containment evaluation
to overpressure failures.
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The primary containment will fail when the internal pressure exceeds the
primary containment ultimate strength. The ultimate strength of the
containment was evaluated in the Susquehanna IPE (ref. 9). This evaluation
relied on the analysis performed on the Limerick containment. Based upon this
comparative study, we estimate the Susquehanna primary containment will fail
at 140 psig.

2.2.2 Reactor Operating Nodes Associated With Containment Failure Nechanisms

In this section we examine the reactor operating modes most associated with
exceeding the containment's ultimate strength. This information is essential
when developing and evaluating procedural strategies designed to protect the
containment during ATWS. We identified the following modes of operation as

challenging to the containment's ultimate strength:

~ Turbine trip with the reactor power in excess of the turbine bypass
valves'apacity, and

~ HSIV closure with reactor power in excess of the containment heat
removal equipments'apability, and

~ In-vessel core damage progression with hydrogen generation.

Given that the main turbine is tripped in an ATWS event, the primary concern
from a containment heat load view point is whether or not the reactor becomes
isolated. If not, the turbine bypass system, is available, and it can accept
up to 25X of design steam flow and control reactor pressure within its design
range of steam flow. Unfortunately, the equilibrium steam flow from the
reactor would remain at 100X, if the reactor remained untripped. BWR plants
have implemented an automatic recirculation system pump trip which is
triggered by the abrupt pressure rise resulting from closure of the turbine
stop valves or NSIVs. This results in a coastdown of core flow to natural
circulation levels over a period of about 20 or 30 seconds and results in a

large reduction .in the reactor power level due to the reduction in core flow.

In general, the feedwater system remains functional through this transient and

maintains the normal reactor water'evel. With normal water level, the core
flow will stabilize in the range of 35X to 40X of design flow, and the
resulting equilibrium reactor power will be initially around 55% of design
power. Power will continue to increase until the feedwater temperature drops
to the hot well water temperature. The initial transient involves a large
power and pressure increase followed 'by an abrupt decrease of power to as low
as 20% to 25% design, This initial transient is over by 45 seconds to
60 seconds into the event, however, and the power will settle out as set by
the feedwater temperature.

The resulting 55X power exceeds the 25X capacity of the turbine bypass system
and will require four SRVs to be open continuously with intermittent opening
of a fifth SRV. This state is achieved at about one minute into a full ATWS

and is a unique characteristic of the ATWS event. This severe condition
results in a rapid heating of the suppression pool which can only be

terminated by injection of boron into the vessel or by successful control rod
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insertion. Calculations, however, show that an excessive suppression pool
temperature can be reached 'f control rods cannot be inserted promptly and so
our procedures require the operator to immediately run back feedwater flow to
slightly -less than the mass flow rate corresponding to the 25% capacity of the
turbine bypass, system. This results in a reduction in downcomer water level
to about 4'elow L2 and a corresponding reduction in core flow rate and
reactor power to bring about equilibrium conditions at a steam flow rate
within the turbine bypass capacity. This in turn terminates the rapid heating
of the-suppression pool, uncovers the feedwater,sparges, and allows an
extended period of time for boron injection or control rod insertion.

If the reactor becomes isolated, however, because of HSIV closure, feedwater
will be unavailable since the feedwater pumps are driven by turbines powered
by reactor steam. In this case, the recirculation pumps are also tripped.
The water level in the downcomer will fall down to L2 and the HPCI system will
initiate and deliver 5000 gpm of make up water from the CST. The RCIC system
is set to initiate prior to, the HPCI and will deliver about 600 gpm make up
from the CST. In addition the CRD pump delivers between 63 and 180 gpm
through the CRD mechanisms so that the total make up rate to the vessel will
be about = 00 gpm, Calculations show that downcomer level will stabilize at
this flow rate ab".ut 4-6'bove TAF. The steaming rate corresponding to this
power is about 21% of design so that we would expect three SRVs continuously
open and a fourth open intermittently when equilibrium is achieved.

This continual SRV discharge to the suppression pool causes the containment to
pressurize as a result of vapor generation. The containment can also
pressurize as a result of hydrogen gas generation. Hydrogen is a product of
the zirconium water reaction that occurs as the fuel heats up above 2000'F.

'alculationsdescribed in Volume V of the Susquehanna IPE (ref. 9) show that
as much as 3400 ibm of hydrogen gas is generated as a consequence of the
in-vessel core damage progression during ATWS. This represents a containment
pressure increase of almost 60 psi. Therefore, when evaluating response
strategies designed to protect the containment, c~ution must be employed to
ensure core cool-:..> is maintained since core damage presents a direct
challenge to the containment from overpressurization.

2.3 Summary of Core and Containment Failure Boundaries

In this section we summarize the challenges to the core and the primary
containment described above. This summary relates the nature of damage to
specific reactor operating modes. With this information we can identify what
reactor operation modes represent the greatest threat to both core and primary
containment integrity. Table 2.3-1 lists the potential failure modes
encountered during ATWS. Using this information we identified the following
plant operating modes as most conducive to plant damage during ATWS. These
damage modes are listed in order of decreasing severity of challenge.

RPV water level above the feedwater sparger

Reactor operation with the RPV water level above the feedwater sparger
challe..ges both the core and the primary containment. The core is challenged
by power/flow instabilities generated by high core-inlet subcooling while the
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containment is challenged by the reactor power being in excess of the turbine
bypass valve capacity. Therefore, reducing the reactor level to below the
feedwater sparger during ATWS is of the highest priority during ATWS.

Although our calculations for Susquehanna (25/ turbine bypass) do not show

core damaging power oscillations for the turbine trip ATWS with water level
maintained above the feedwater spargers (see Figure 2. 1.2.3-1), we acknowledge
that SABRE may underpredict the magnitude of the power/flow instabilities
because of modeling limitations. Therefore, in light of the results obtained
by GE (ref. 19) for the turbine trip'ATWS (100/ turbine bypass) which predict
fuel melting in high power bundles, we place a high priority on avoiding
operating regimes associated with high levels of core inlet subcooling.

RPV water level 'below HSCWL

Reactor operation below the HSCWL presents a threat to the reactor'ore and

the primary containment. Extended operation below this water level can result
in the core overheating and experiencing severe zircaloy water reaction and

fuel melting. Generation of hydrogen gas during the core damage progression
threatens containment from pressurization. Therefore, ope"ation below this
limit should be avoided.

RPV pressure below 300 psia

Reactor operation with the RPV pressure below -300 psia presents a threat to
the reactor core. PP&L calculations indicate that the core is challenged from
low-pressure -and possibly high-inlet-subcooling induced density wave
instabilities and excursions. Therefore, core cooling should be accomplished
above 300 ps,ia.whenever possible.

RPV water level between the HSCWL and TAF

Reactor operation with the water level between the HSCWL and TAF incurs risk
to core integrity i e to an increased core power sensitivity to r~ cbor
pressure disturbances. Clad burnout may be experienced during a system
induced power excursion. Because of the reduced downcomer free area, the
reactor level is much more responsive to a core flow perturbation"in this RPV

level range than above -110". Horeover, level must be controlled through use

of the fuel zone indication which is not calibrated for this condition.
Therefore, this level range should be avoided during ATWS.

Primary containment isolation

Reactor operation with the primary c'ontainment isolated presents a challenge
to the primary containment. Containment pressurization will occur as the
reactor power is deposited in the suppression pool. Therefore, power
reduction and restoration of the main condenser should be achieved as soon as

possible during ATWS.
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Reactor power greater than 25% power with the turbine tripped but the bypass
valves available

Reactor operation with power greater than 25/ of rated power and with the
turbine tripped but the bypass valves available also threatens the primary
containment. In this situation the power in excess of 25% is stored in the
suppression pool which causes the containment to pressurize. Therefore, power
should be reduced to below 25% as quickly as possible.
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Table 2.3-1
"Summary of Core and Primary Containment Failure

Modes During ATWS

Failure Nodes

CORE OAHAGE

1. Clad Embrittlement

2. Clad Rupture

3. Cyclic Fatigue

4. Pellet Clad Interaction

5. Reactivity nsertions

CONTAINNENT FAILURE

1. Overpressure Failure

Failure Boundary

1800'F for 3 hours

1550'F for 1090 psia
1954'F for 200 psia
Core inlet su)cooling

>87 Btu/\bm

Temperature swings of 1200'F for
3 hours

Average power of 15. 1 KW/FT for
2 minutes

Fuel Enthalpy greater than
170 cal/gm

Pressure greater than 140 psig

Plant Operating Node

Water level below TAF

1. Mater level below TAF

2. RPV water level above the
feedwater sparger

3. 0 eration below 300 ipsia

1. RPV water level above the
feedwater sparger

2. 0 eration below 300 sia

1. Same as Cyclic Burnout

1. RPV water level above the
feedwater sparger

2. 0 eration below 300 sia

1. Vapor pressurization
2. Hydrogen generation plus

vapor pressurization

'This criterion is not a failure boundary, but a boundary beyond wh'"" clad
integrity can no longer be guaranteed. It was derived from NEDO-32047 for a

BWR/5 operating on the HEOD rod line with 100X turbine bypass capacity.
Furthermore, this criteria represents a core-inlet enthalpy at which the
reactor response transitions from limit cycle operation to large amplitude
chaotic instabilities.
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Figure 2. 1.2.2-1 PPI|L calculation of reactor power and pressure response for
MSIV closure ATWS with AOS and no boron injection or MRI.
HPCI, RCIC, and CRD flows are 5000 gpm, 600 gpm, and 63 gpm,
respectively, throughout the entire transient.
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Figure 2. 1.2.2-2 PPtIL calculation of reactor power and pressure response for
HSIV-closure ATWS with ADS and no.boron injection or HRI.
HPCI flow is 5000 gpm prior to,initiation of ADS. At the
time of ADS initiation, HPCI flow is reduced to 4000 gpm.
RCIC and CRD flows are 600 gpm and 63 gpm, respectively,
throughout the entire transient.
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Figure 2. 1.2.2-3 PP&L calculation of reactor power and pressure response for
HSIV-closure ATWS with ADS and no boron injection or NRI.
HPCI flow is 5000 gpm prior to initiation of ADS; at the
time of ADS initiation, HPCI flow is reduced to 3000 gpm.
RCIC and CRD flows are 600 gpm and 63 gpm, respectively,
throughout the entire transient.
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time of ADS initiation, HPCI flow is reduced to 2000 gpm.
RCIC and CRD flows are 600 gpm and 63 gpm, respectively,
throughout the entire transient.
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3.0 Emer enc Procedure Guidance for ATWS

In this section we present the procedural guidance recommended by both PP&L
and the BWROG, Our purpose is to identify and understand differences in the
two strategies. Therefore, our presentation is at the conceptual level. In
examining the differences we explore for each set of procedural guidance:

the level of protection to co} e and containment integrity provided
by each procedural strategy,

the nature of the expected operator response,

the adequacy of the instrumentation and controls necessary for the
operator to carry out the procedures,

the expected response time for the operator to execute the
procedures, and

the time required for the operator to physically carry out the
procedures.

Finally, we present how effective each strategy is in protecting both core and
primary containment integrity.

3. 1 PP&L ATWS Strategy

The current PP&L ATWS strategy represents an evolutionary improvement to the
strategy developed by PP&L in 1985. While the basic approach adopted by PP&L
in 1985 is still -valid, knowledge gained from ATWS analysis performed since
that time has allowed us to further refine .this strategy. These refinements
allow our operators to avoid plant damage even when many additional failures
beyond those causing the ATWS have occurred. We first present the rationale
behind this strategy and then describe the key procedural steps in detail.
This description should allow for a critical comparison of PP&L's and the
BWROG EPG Rev. 4 ATWS strategies.

The PP&L ATWS procedural strategy is designed to maximize the chance of
avoiding, with a high degree of confidence, the loss of ei.ther the core or the
primary containment integrity. This balanced approach of protecting the
integrity of both fission product barriers gives us the greatest assurance of
complying with the dose limits set in lOCFR100. Priority is given to avoiding
those operating conditions which present challenges to either barrier. When
those operating modes cannot be avoided, actions are taken to protect the
barrier most threatened. While these actions may reduce the margin to failure
of the other barrier, they seldom result in a new barrier challenge. The
following discussion outlines how this response has been implemented into our
procedural strategy.

Figure 3. 1-1 presents a conceptual level flow chart of the PP&L ATWS strategy.
This flow chart is designed to focus attention on those steps which differ
from the BWROG EPG Rev. 4 guidance. Pertinent data associated with each step
is presented in Table 3. 1-1. Figure 3, 1-3 identifies the location of the
control room panels referenced in Table 3. 1-1.
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The flow chart entry condition is, power level > APRN downscale. Below this
power both ATWS strategic .gree. Therefore, we limit our discussion to those
events where the power level is greater than the APRM downscale. Given that
the power level is greater than the APRM downscale, we next consider the
status of the MSIV which is important from both a core and containment
integrity viewpoint.

If the MSIVs are open, the feedpumps are most probably still on-line and
trying to maintain -the RPV water level at normal- water level. This RPV water
level, as described in Section 2. 1.2. 1, has the potential of exciting core
damaging power oscillations several minutes after the trip signal where
reactor power level is around 55%, Therefore, the status of the MSIVs must be
ascertained immediately to ensure effective actions are taken promptly.

If the MSIVs are open, the operator is directed to run back inject'ion flow
until the water level is between -60" and -110". These actions will result in
the feedwater sparger being uncovered within 1 minute, the power level falling
below 25%, and the availability of a feedpump for core cooling. With these
actions we have eliminated challenges to both the core and the primary
containmc;.i while still maintaining the availability of needed equipment.

The operators are next instructed in steps 4 and 5 to simultaneously initiate
SLCS and commence manual control rod insertion. Each of these actions are
performed by different operators. Again these actions are designed to reduce
reactor power and suppress power oscillations.

After initiating SLCS the operator is instructed in step 6 to control RPV
water level between -60" and -110", staying as close to -110" as possible.
This action is designed to further reduce power, while ensuring that the
reactor core continues to be cooled by two-phase flow. If the MSIVs are open,
the operator will have to place HPCI in the CST-to-CST mode and ensure the
feedpump run back is appropriate. If the MSIVs are closed, the operator only
has to observe that the HPCI pump started and is providing sufficient flow.

After completing the above steps, the operator must initiate suppression pool
cooling and continue to monitor reactor water level and the heat load to the
containment. In step seven the operator monitors the RPV water level. If the
RPV water level is above TAF, reactor depressurization to obtain makeup flow
from low-pressure injection systems is not necessary. Although our
calculations indicate that large-amplitude power and level oscillations may
develop if the system pressure is perturbed with level near TAF, reactor
depressurization is avoided .if at all possible because it poses a severe
threat to core "integrity.

With the initiation of reactor depressurization, two threats to core integrity
are introduced: first, an uncontrolled injection from the LP ECCS systems can
result in a large reactivity insertion which may cause severe core damage, and
second, large-amplitude instabilities develop at low pressure (see discussion
in Section 2. 1.2.2) which may also lead to core damage. Thus, there appears
to be little incentive to depressurize the reactor unless level cannot be
maintained above TAF and core uncovery is imminent. If the water level cannot
be maint~ined above TAF, core cooling will shortly be lost. Therefore, at the
risk of exciting density-wave and excursive instabilities, the operator is
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the operator is instructed -in step eight to initiate emergency depressuriza-
tion. This depressurization-will al-low the lower pressure pumps to provide
flow to the vessel and restore core cooling. An attempt is made in step nine
to minimize the risk to the core from instabilities by maintaining the RPV

pressure above 300 psia., This is possible if either HPCI or a condensate pump
is available. If neither of these systems is available, the low pressure ECCS

systems must be used for "core cooling. While these systems operate below
300 psia, core melt is a certainty if they are not used. Therefore, the risk
of core damage from unstable operation is accepted to avoid certain core melt.
Once core cooling is resumed attention is next focused on containment
integrity.

The suppression pool water temperature is monitored as an indication of
containment integrity. A high suppression pool temperature indicates that the
power generation exceeds „the capability of the heat removal systems. If this
state of affairs persists containment failure on overpressure will occur.
Therefore, the operator is instructed to increase the heat rejection rate from
the containment by opening the vent.

This strategy is implemented in steps 10 and 11. If the co.,cainment pressure
is to exceed the PCPL the operator opens the drywell vent. The drywell vent
is capable of maintaining the containment pressure below the PCPL for all ATWS

events except those where the RHR, SLCS and control rod drive system have
failed in conjunction with those failures causing a full ATWS. As show in
Table 4. 1-8, the containment pressure reached 95 psig, 45 psi below the
containment ultimate strength.

As described above, PPKL's ATWS response procedures rely on a balanced
response in mitigating ATWS. Through this balanced response neither core or
primary containment integrity is unnecessarily placed at risk. Operator
actions are triggered by plant process parameters, thus our response strategy
is fully integrated with the symptom approach used for the general emergency
response procedures, Generally these actions require only simple actions; for

- example, confirminq automatic initiation of systems like HPCI or initiation of
manual systems such as suppression pool cooling. These are actions the
operator has experienced both in the power plant and the simulator. We have
avoided complex operator intense actions, such as maintaining water level
between the NSCWL and TAF, or trip and reinitiation of HPCI during level
reduction and emergency depression, which we believe may be extremely
difficult if not impossible to execute. No operator has ever executed these
actions in the plant. Furthermore, it is doubtful that any operator training
simulator world wide has the necessary mathematical modeling to simulate the
reactor when it is experiencing unstable operation. Therefore, our ATWS

procedural response strategy relies on simple actions that the operator has
executed both in the plant and the simulator, to protect both the core and
containment integrity. We now present the BWROG ATWS strategy.
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3.2 BWROG EPG Revision 4 Strategy

The BWROG EPG Rev. 4 ATWS s+. ategy evolved from the BWROG Rev. 3 procedures.
The major changes between Rev. 3 and 4 are that Rev. 4 delays water level
reduction until the suppression pool temperature reaches the Boron Injection
Initiation Temperature (BIIT) and reduces water level to between HSCWL and TAF
instead of TAF. These changes are designed to placate concerns over water
level reduction and the operators ability to successfully maintain water
level at TAF during ATWS. We find that these changes increase the threat to
core integrity with no reduction in risk to the containment. We, therefore,
believe that implementation of EPG Rev. 4 ATWS procedures would result in a
net degradation of nuclear safety at Susquehanna. A discussion of the
reasoning behind our conclusion is given below along with the presentation of
the BWROG strategy.

The focus of the BWROG EPG Rev. 4 strategy is to minimize the containment
heating. By minimizing the containment heating, the BWROG hopes to comply
with IOCFR100. For this reason the Rev. 4 guideline instructs the operator to
perform drastic and quite intensive actions, such as reduction of the RPV
water leve'. to between TAF and the HSCWL, the instant a challenge to the
primary containment integrity is perceived. These drastic actions are
performed whether or not the containment challenge warrants such action. Huch
of the discussion on the BWROG strategy which follows is a literal
reproduction of the EPG basis document (ref. 23). We chose this approach to
presenting the BWROG EPG Rev. 4 strategy to avoid potential confusion in
translation.

Figure 3.2-1 presents a conceptual level flow chart of the BWROG EPG Rev. 4
ATWS strategy. This flow chart is intended to show the integrated operator
response to ATWS when implementing the BWROG strategy. Therefore, steps from
several procedures are combined on one flow chart. Table 3.2-1 contains
pertinent data associated with the BWROG strategy.

The initial step in this flow chart instructs the operator to manually insert
control rods. While this step is the first to appear, it may be as long as
15 minutes before the step is implemented. In the present Susquehanna design,
the rod sequence control system prevents rod insertion out of sequence when
the power is below 20%. This interlock must be bypassed in the relay room.It is anticipated that this bypass operation will require about 15 minutes.
Therefore, manual rod insertion could be delayed for as long as 15 minutes.

PPKL is considering a modification to install a bypass switch in the Control
Room which would allow prompt bypass of this system. The NRC has issued an
SER allowing this.

The next entry on this flow chart requires the operator to initiate SLCS and
transfer to the level power control contingency if the following set of
symptoms exist:

1. The reactor power > APRH downscale,

2. The SRVs are open or the drywell pressure > 1.72 psig, and
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3 ~ The suppression pool temperature > the boron injection
initiation temperature.

If the MSIVs are closed, these conditions will be satisfied in a minute or
two. If the MSIVs remain open, these conditions may never exist if the ATWS

power level remains with the capacity of the turbine bypass. Our main
differences with the BWROG strategy occurs when these conditions exist.
Therefore, we limit our discussion to those ATWS events where these symptoms
are present.

Upon determining that the above symptoms exist, the operator will promptly
initiate SLCS and enter the level power control procedure. Step C5-2
instructs the operator to

"Lower RPV water level, irrespective of any consequent
reactor power or RPV water level oscillations, by
terminating and preventing all injection into the RPV

except from boron injection systems and CRD until:
Reactor power drops below APRM downscale, RPV water
level equals TAF, all SRVs remain closed and drywell
i„ essure remains below high drywell pressure set
point."

The RPV water level is deliberately lowered in this step to reduce the reactor
power and minimize the heat load to the containment, The desire to reduce
containment heating explicitly takes priority over concerns for core integrity
from unstable operation in that the step requires level reduction irrespective
of any power or level oscillation.

Once the'RPV water level is reduced to TAF, the operator is instructed in step
C5-3 to "Maintain RPV water level. . .between the Minimum Steam Cooling Water
Level (MSCLW) and the level to which it was lowered . . . ." The MSCWL for
Susquehanna is about 2.5'elow TAF and the level to which it was lowered is
for all practical purposes TAF. This level band was chosen since reactor
power and level oscillations which occur when the RPV water is at TAF and the
reactor is at power, make it difficult to maintain the water level exactly at
TAF. The MSCWL was chosen as a lower limit since it ensures that the clad
temperature will remain below 1500'F provided the following assumptions are
met:

The reactor process parameters (RPV level and pressure, core flow and
pressure) are in steady state,

The reactor power equals the 10-minute decay heat level, and

The power shape is the most limiting top-peaked power shape.

However, the bulk of these assumptions are not meet. First, our calculations
indicate that the reactor may undergo large oscillations in reactor power (as
great as 2000% of rated) if system disturbances such as SRV cycling occur.
Second, the average power is a factor of 5 to 10 times greater than that
produced by 10-minute decay heat. Finally, the power dist-,ibution will
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continue to shift. Therefore, the basis of the MSCWL is suspect for ATWS

events.

. If the operator is unable to maintain the RPV,water level above the MSCWL or
the suppression pool temperature exceeds the HCTL, then emergency
depressurization is required. Prior to emergency depressurization, however,
the operator is instructed to "terminate and prevent all injection to the RPV

except from SLCS, CRD, and RCIC." This requirement to terminate and prevent
injection, is designed to prevent- an .uncontrolled injection of cold .water into
the RPV following the depressurization. PP8L calculations show that if HPCI
is terminated prior to the depressurization it cannot be used subsequent to
the depressurization. HPCI injects cold water into the downcomer, which is a

steam space following emergency depressurization. The cold water injected by
HPCI will condense a large volume of steam which lowers the pressure to below
the HPCI low pressure trip. Therefore, terminating and preventing HPCI flow
prior to emergency depressurization will result in loss of HPCI.

If emergency depressurization is initiated because the RPV water level cannot
be maintained above the MSCWL, then the HPCI pump is unavailable and pressure
reduction is necessary to allow injei.tion from low pressu> pumps,

„ Differences between the PP&L and the BWROG strategies for the case of high
pressure injection failure are the RPV water level at which depressurization
is initiated and the extent of pressure reduction required. However, the two
strategies differ dramatically when responding to suppression pool
temperatures in excess of the HCTL.

With the PPKL strategy, depressurization is initiated when level cannot be
maintained above TAF, while with the BWROG strategy failure to maintain level
above the MSCWL requires RPV blowdown. With regard to the extent of the
depressurization, the BWROG strategy requires depressurization to 149 psig
(minimum ATWS flooding pressure for Susquehanna) before the operators are
allowed to initiate low pressure makeup and restore vessel inventory. This
requirement forces the operator to take the reactor to very low pressures
where unstable reactor operation is of most concern. With the PPei strategy,
makeup flow is initiated at the pressure where it becomes available. For
example, in an isolation ATWS with loss of HPCI, injection with condensate
pumps could be initiated when the RPV pressure drops below the pump shut-off
pressure (600 psig) rather than waiting until pressure drops below 149 psig.

Depressurizing the RPV in accordance with BWROG EPG Rev. 4 because the
suppression pool temperature exceeds the HCTL will result in unnecessary loss
of HPCI and cause the reactor to experience large (5000% of rate) power
oscillations which will likely cause core damage. Furthermore, the reactor
pressure will also oscillate between 1100 psia and 100 psia on a 500-second
period as a result of these power oscillations (see Section 2. 1.2.2).
Therefore, desire for low pressure operation will never be realized, but the
core will be damaged.

The RPV water level was lowered to reduce the reactor power. However, the
power level at TAF is in excess of the both loops of RHR. Therefore, if boron
cannot be either inserted through control rods or injected using SLCS, then
the containment pressure will reach the PCPL and the operator will vent the
containment. This is consistent with the PPKL procedure on primary
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containment control. PP8L's procedures is also designed to ensure core
integrity, therefore, the PP&L procedure is much less likely to vent fission
products than the BWROG EPG Rev. 4 procedure.

3.3 Difference Between the PP&L and BWROG ATWS Strategies

There are two major differences between the PP&L and BWROG strategies. These
differences are:

PP&L- lowers the RPV water- level to -110" (about 4.5'bove TAF), while
the BWROG lowers the RPV water level to between 2.5'elow TAF and TAF,
and

PP&L does not depressurize the reactor when the suppression pool
temperature exceeds the HCTL, while the BWROG does.

PP&L has eliminated these requirements from the ATWS procedures to ensure core
integrity. The BWROG has placed them in the procedures to reduce heat loads
to the containment. Neither strategy results in containment venting if boron
can be in:~rted through rods or SLCS and the RHR system is available. Both
strategies require containment venting if either boron or RKR is un:.ailable.
Ultimately both strategies rely on the vent for containment integri iy.
Furthermore, the same set of failures are required to result in venting for
either strategy. However, th'e PP&L strategy has avoided those regimes of
reactor operation which place the reactor core in jeopardy. Thus the PP&L
strategy has a much greater confidence of avoiding the release of fission
products offsite than the BWROG.
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TA E 3.1-1
PPKL ATWS Procedural Action

Step Step
Number Description

Step
Purpose

Operator
Action

Control (Panel)
Instruments

Response Time
Expected Required

Reactor power
>APRH down scale

Identifies that power
represents to challenge
core and containment

Observe power
monitors

APRH/IRM/SRM
Excore (lC652)
LPRH (1C651)
SPQS

5 sec 10 sec

HSIVs open

Reduce feed-
water flow

Directs response
strategy

Qrops RPV water level
to below feedwater
sparger level

Observe status
of HSIVs

Trip 2 feed
pumps and run
back third

MSIV indicators
(1C600), SPDS
Process Comp.
(CRT)

Feedwater con-
troller (1C652)

5 sec

40 sec

100 sec

60 sec

Initiate SLCS Shuts down reactor
with liquid boron

Turn key
switch and
observe
system status

SLCS panel
(1C601)

60 sec 120 sec

Insert rods Redundant but slower
method of boron
insertion

Override RSCS

inter 1 ocks,
Select rod,
depress insert
button

Full core display 0-15 min 15 min
Insert button
(1C651)

Control water
level between
-60 and -110

Mater level
>TAF?

Reduce power, suppress
instabilities

Directs operator
action on core cooling

Monitor water
level; adjust
flow as
necessary

Observe water-
level

Monitor level:
Wide range level
(1C601, 1C651)

Control level:
Feedwater (1C680)
HPC I (1C601)

Wide range level
Fuel zone (1C601)

200 sec 500 sec

70 sec 150'ec
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TABLE 3.1-1
PPIL ATWS Procedural Action (Continued)

Step Step
Number Description

Initiate
emergency
depressurization

Step
Purpose

Reduces RPV pressure
for injection at low
pressure

Operator
Action

Arm and
initiate ADS

logic

Control (Panel)
Instruments

AOS logic status,
SRV solenoid
position (1C601)
SRV tail pipe temp.
(IC141), SPDS

Response Time
Expected Required

70 sec 150 sec

10

Control water
level between
-60 and -110

Containment
pressure will
exceed PCPL

Restore core cooling
at above 300 psia if
possible

Directs operator
action to vent
containment

Control water
using cond.
and then LPECCS

Honitor
containment
pressure

Honitor level:
Wide Range
Fuel Zone

Drywell pressure
1C601

200 sec 600 sec
after after
blowdown blowdown

See Table 5.3-1

Open vent Allows path for
containment heat
removal

Venting procedure See Table 5.3-1

12 Honitor and control Ensures reactor safety
RPV water level parameters remain in
until reactor is limits until ATWS

shutdown terminated

All 18C
identified
above

All actions
identified
above

>1300 sec >1300 sec

'Reference 46.

Reference 9.
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Tabl~ 1-2
BWROG EPG Rev. 4~ocedural Actions

Step Step
Number Description

Step
Purpose

Operator
Action

Control (Panel)
Instruments

Response Time
Expected Required :

RC/g-7 Insert rods Shutdown reactor with
rods is preferable

Override RSCS Full core display
interlocks, select (1C651)
rod, depress insert
button

0-15 min 15 min

C5-2 Reactor power >APRN Symptoms of large
D.S. trip & sup- heat loads to the ,

pression pool temp. containment
>BIIT 8 SRV open
or DW pres. >1.72

Operator observes
power monitors, sup-
pression pool temp.,
SRV position and
drywell pressure

APRN/IRN/SRN
LPRN (1C651)
SPDS

67 sec 500 sec

RC/R-6 Initiate SLCS Shuts down the reactor
with liquid boron

Turn key switch
and observe system
status

SLCC panel (1C601) 72 sec 15 sec

C5-2 Lower RPV water Reduce containment
level heating

Trips operable
feedwater pumps,
reduces HPCI flow
to minimum flow

Feedwater (1C680)
HPC I (1C601)

67 sec 500

sec'5-3

Control water
level between
NSCWL and TAF

Provide for core
cooling

Reinitiate HPCI
flow by increasing
HPCI flow rate

HPCI (1C601) 60 sec 60 sec
after level
reduction

C5-3 Can water level Symptom for inadequate
be maintained core cooling
between NSCWL & TAF?

Observe RPV water
level

Fuel zone (1C601) 156 sec 156 sec

SP/P-3 Is the suppression
pool temperature
>HCTL?

Determine if the sup-
pression pool temp;ra-
ture can exceed ei .her
the suppression pool
design temperature or
primary containment
pressure limit with the
reactor at pressure

Observe suppression SPTNOS (1C690)
pool temperature TIAH (1C601)

SPDS

612 sec 612 sec
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Table 3.1-2
BWROG EPG Rev. 4 Procedural Actions (Continued)

Step
Number

St'ep
Description

Step
Purpose

Operator
Action

Control (Panel)
Instruments

Response Time
Expected Required

C5.3-1 Terminate all
injection to RPV

except from SLCS

CRD and RCIC

Injection is terminated Operator trips
and prevented during de- HPCI
pressurization to prevent
an uncontrolled injection
of large amounts of water
as RPV pressure is lowered
below pump shutoff level

HPCI switch
(1C601)

612 sec 612 sec

SP/T-3
C5-3

Initiate emergency
depressurization

Reduce RPV pressure Arm and initiate
logic ADS

ADS logic status,
SRV solenoid .
position (1C601)
SRV tailpipe
temperature (1C614),
SPDS

70 sec 150 sec

612 sec 612 sec

C5-3.1 Terminate all in- Ensures that the
jection into RPV core will be cooled
except from SLC, by steam
CRD & RCIC until
RPY pressure is less
than HARFP (149 psig)

Monitor & control Provide for core
RPV water level cooling
between NSCWL & TAF

Operator observes
RPV pressure
indication

Operator must
throttle pump
12,000 gpm using
24" value to
1,500 gpm

RPV pressure
(1C601, 1C651)
SPDS

LPCI 17 valve
'switch (1C601)

300 sec
after
blowdown

200 sec
after
blowdown

600 sec
after
blowdown

Is containment
pressure >PCPL?

Directs operator
action on venting

Observe drywell
pressure

Drywell pressure
indicated (1C601)

See Table 5.3-1

Open vent Allows path for con-
tainment heat removal

Vending procedure See Table 5.3-1

monitor & control See discussion
RPV water level above
between HSCWL & TAF
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4.0 Nodelin In uts and Ass~urn tions

4. 1 Plant Specific Features

The Susquehanna Steam Electric Station is a two-unit plant. Each reactor is a

General Electric BWR 4 having a thermal power rating of 3293 HW. Rated steam
flow is 13.5 Hlb/hr. Reactor vessel diameter is 251", and both units have
Hark II design containment buildings.

Specific plant features which have a significant effect on the plant -response
to an ATWS event are discussed in this section.

4.1.1 Reactor Core

The core of each SSES reactor consists of 764 fuel bundles loaded with 9x9

fuel. Each fuel bundle has 79 fuel rods and 2 water rods. Typical hot
channel linear heat generation rates are about 10 KW/ft.

4. 1.2 Elevation of Feedwater Spargers

In an ATWS event, the elevation of the feedwater spargers deterrr.', ies the
degree of water level reduction required to initiate steam condensation on the
highly subcooled makeup flow. Once the spargers are uncovered, the cold
makeup flow comes in direct contact with the saturated steam in the downcomer
regi'on. This causes heating of the injected coolant and results in
significantly reduced core inlet subcooling levels.

For SSES, the feedwater sparger elevation is 498.5" above the bottom of the
vessel (ref. 28). Water level instrument zero corresponds to 527.5". Thus
the sparger level with respect to instrument zero is -29". This elevation
corresponds to the centerline elevation of the spargers which are constructed
of 6" Schedule 40 pipe. This 6" pipe has an outside diameter of 6.625"
(ref. 29). The nozzles mounted on top of the 6" pipe are constructed of 2"

schedule 40 elbows with an orifice at tl'e end of each elbow (SSES FSAR,

Figure 121.7-4b). The height of the nozzle, to the centerline of the orifice,.
is approximately 2" (assuming a short-radius elbow). Thus, the elevation to
the centerline of the feedwater nozzles is equal to -29" + 6.625"/2 + 2" =

23 ~ 7 ~

4. 1.3 Standby Liquid Control Injection Rate

The minimum flow requirement for SLC pumps is 41.2 gpm per pump (SSES

Technical Specification 4. 1.5) or 82.4 gpm for both pumps. Two pumps are
available for injection.

4. 1.4 Primary Containment Ultimate Pressure Capacity

PPKL has carried out an evaluation of the ultimate pressure capacity of the
Susquehanna primary containment as part of its individual plant evaluation
(ref. 9). The approach used is a systematic examination of results presented
for a similar containment, Philadelphia Electric Company's Limerick Generating
Station (LGS). The LGS study concludes that an internal pressure of 140 psig
is the pressure to which the structural integrity of the containment is
assured. Based on the systematic examination, PPKL concludes that the
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Susquehanna primary containment pressure capacity is 140 psig internal
pressure.

4.1.5 HPCI and RCIC Systems

The maximum injection rates for the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) and
the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) systems are 5000 gpm and 600 gpm,
respectively.

The HPCI system actuates automatically on low reactor wa'ter level (Level 2,
-38") or high drywell pressure (1.72 psig). HPCI trips on high vessel water
level (Level 8, +54") and on high turbine exhaust pressure (90 psia).
Procedures instruct the operator to bypass the turbine exhaust pressure trips
for both HPCI and RCIC.

Automatic initiation of the RCIC system occurs when reactor water level
reaches -30". A RCIC turbine trip occurs if water level reaches Level 8
(+54") or if turbine exhaust pressure exceeds 65 psia,

4. 1.6 Turbine Bypass Capacity

The turbine bypass capacity at Susquehanna is 25% of rated steam flow. For a
non-isolation ATWS (turbine trip with bypass and failure to scram), the
turbine bypass capacity can have a significant effect on system stability
because the dynamics associated with the pressure regulating system (turbine
bypass system) produce oscillations in vessel pressure which resonate with
power and core flow oscillations (ref. 21). This resonant interaction causes
a significant increase'n the maximum amplitude of unstable power
oscillations.

For Susquehanna, resonant interactions between the turbine bypass control
system and reactor power/flow oscillations will be strongest when the steaming
rate is less than 25% of the rated value, For a full ATWS, this steaming rate
corresponds to a water level well below the spargers so the coolant will be
essentially saturated and power/flow instabilities will not be a concern. In
the event large amplitude oscillations develop, the steaming rate will exceed
(at least momentarily) 25% of rated steam flow and SRVs will open to control
reactor pressure. Since'he flow rate of steam through the SRVs is not
influenced by control system dynamics, resonant feedback between the steam
flow rate and power/flow oscillations is reduced; this has a stabilizing
effect. For a turbine trip ATWS, PPSL calculations show a factor of 5
increase in oscillation amplitude when Susquehanna is modeled with .100% bypass
capacity as opposed to 25% bypass capacity. The 100% bypass case is p'resented
to allow comparison with the GE calculations which are performed with 100%
bypass capacity.

4. 1.7 Operation of Susquehanna's Safety Relief Valves

Susquehanna is equipped with sixteen safety relief valves. Each of these
valves can pass about 850,000 ibm/hr of steam at rated RPV pressure. These
valves can function in both the safety mode which relies on a spring for
operation and the relief mode which relies on compressed nitrogen at 90 psig
for operation. Six of theses valves can additionally operate in the Automatic
Depressurization (ADS) mode which relies on 150 psig compressed nitrogen for
operation. In the relief and ADS modes of operation, the valve opening force
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is developed by differential pressure across a piston. This differential
pressure is just the difference between the compressed nitrogen pressure and
the containment pressure. ,he valve is held closed against reactor pressure
by a spring. .Therefore, to open the valve the force generated by the piston
and the reactor pressure acting on the valve disk must overcome the spring
force. The spring force and the compressed gas pressure are set by design and
will not change during the event. The reactor and containment pressure will,
however, change during the event. We have, therefore, examined what effect
the reactor and containment pressure have on the valves ability to open and
remain open during the event. This data is presented in Table 4. 1.7-1.

4.1.8 Primary Containment Venting Capacity

The Susquehanna primary containment design does not include a dedicated vent
for use during severe accident conditions. In fact the company is still
developing a long-'term resolution to the venting issue. In the interim,
however, the containment vent and purge valves are being used to comply with
venting requirements in the BWROG EPG Rev. 4 guideline.

There are a total of four containment vent and purge valves. Two 24" valves
vent the dryweli and two 18" valves vent the wetwell air space. These valves
can stroke open or closed at pressures up to 65 psig. Therefore, the
containment must be vented before the containment pressure exceed 65 psig.
Hard pipe is immediately down stream from these valves, however, after a short
run this pipe ties into HVAC duct work. The duct fails at approximately 10 to
15 psid; therefore, duct failure can be expected when ever the containment is
vented in accordance with the BWROG EPG guidelines. Our preliminary
assessment indicate that while the reactor building may be uninhabitable, the
impact on reactor building equipment should be limited. Reactor building
blowout panels are in close proximity to the vent valves. Therefore, the
majority of the vented steam should be released to the environment through the
blowout panels. We are performing a detailed HVAC calculation using the
COTTAP code to verify this preliminary assessment.

C

During ATWS conditions the operator will vent the containment through the
drywell vent valves. Use of this vent in conjunction with the PP&L procedures

'allows for sufficient containment heat removal without risking core damage.
Table 4. 1.8-1 demonstrates the 24" drywell vent performance.'his table shows
the stable containment pressure, vent flow, reactor power and RPV water level
when the 24" vent is open. This table was derived assuming no boron injection
and no suppression pool cooling. As shown, the containment possesses a
significant amount of margin when the RPV water level is maintained at
51" (-110) above TAF. Therefore, maintaining the water level at 51" provides
margin for both core and containment integrity.
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Table 4.1.7-1

Minimum RPV Pressure Required to Naintain SRVs
Open as a Function of Primary Containment Pressure

-REACTOR
PRESSURE

PSIA PSIA PSIG

. CONTAINNENT PRESSURE

1000

800

600

400

200

15

130.9

125.2

119.5

113.7

108.0

102.8

116.2

110.5

104.8

99.0

93.3

88.1
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TABLE 4. 1. 1-8

24" DRYWELL VENT PERFORMANCE

CONTAINMENT
'PRESSURE PSIG

65'5

95

140

VENT FLOW

ibm sec

426.8

479.6

588.4

815.3

REACTOR
POWER MW

505

570

704

974

WATER LEVEL
ABOVE TAF

inches

12

24

51

124

Assumptions: Full ATWS, Pressure = 1050
Full steam condensation in the downcomer region

'rimary containment pressure limit.

Stable containment pressure when RPV water level is held at -110".

Estimated containment ultimate strength.
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4.2 Nodel ing Assumpti ons

4.2. 1 Boron Initiation Time

In the BWROG strategy, the SLCS is initiated before the suppression pool
temperature reaches 110'F. This is the Boron Injection Initiation Temperature
(BIIT) for SSES as defined by BWROG EPG Rev. 4 (ref. 23). For the PP&L
strategy, the SLCS is initiated as soon as APRHs are determined to be above
the downscale, trip, For..the non-isolation ATWS where the turbine bypass
system is available, the PP&L strategy could result in much earlier boron
injection. A boron initiation time of 60 seconds is assumed for the PP&L
strategy.

4.2.2 Transport Time Delay for Boron Injection

For 2 SLCS pump injection a 30-second time delay is Osed to model the time
interval for boron transport from the SLC storage tank to the reactor vessel.
An additional 30-second delay is added to account for the boron transport time
from the lower plenum to the core. These values are taken from ref. 30.
I'hus, the time at which liquid boron reaches the core with " SLCS pump
injection is the boron initiation time plus 60 seconds. With I SL S pump
injection a 60-second time delay is used to account for the boron transport
from the SLCS tank to the vessel, and an additional 30-second delay is added
to model in-vessel transport.

4.2.3 Boron Nixing

As part of the Individual Plant Evaluation performed for SSES in 1985
(ref. 8), PP&L evaluated General Electric's 3D boron mixing test results
(ref. 31) and concluded that mixing in the lower plenum is essentially
independent of the core flow rate except for very low flow rates (less than 5X
of rated flow). The efficient mixing of boron solution was attributed to the
high injection velocity from the standpipe (70 ft/sec for two pump injection).
This view of boron mixing was reached through examination, of the strip charts
from the tests which indicated that all lower plenum thermocouple (temperature
difference was used to measure mixing) seemed to start rising at nearly the
same time and rose at the same rate after the initial rise. This was true of
the thermocouple located at the top and bottom of the plenum, the peripheral
zone of the plenum at mid-elevation, and the plenum mid-elevation internal to
the control rod guide tube array. Only at the very lowest core flow rates (OX
and 5X) were any deviations from this behavior apparent. It should be noted
that GE, based on the same set of experimental data, originally claimed that
there was a large reduction in boron mixing efficiency for core flow rates
below 25% of rated (ref. 32).

Professor Theofanous (ref. 33) confirmed by experiment that complete boron
mixing occurs for. recirculation flow rates down to at least 8X of rated.
Furthermore, GE later concluded through reevaluation of their data, that
mixing efficiency is quite good down to core flow rates as low as 5X of rated
(ref. 34). Therefore, in the calculations carried out as part of this study,it is assumed that complete boron mixing occurs under, all conditions. Note
that core flow rates less than 5X are not expected in the events of interest
here except in the situation where the reactor has already been brought to hot
shutdown and very little voiding is present in the core. In this situation,

'owever,boron mixing is not a significant issue.
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4.2.4 Hot Shutdown Boron Concentration

The boron concentration req~ ired'o bring the reactor to hot- shutdown is taken
from (ref. 35). The value listed in this report is 355 ppm.

4.2.5 Sodium Pentaborate Solution Concentration

This analysis assumes a sodium pentaborate concentration of 12.6% by weight,
This is consistent with the concentrations allowed by SSES Technical
Specifications (see Figure 3. 1.5-2 of ref. 36).

4.2.6 Boron Concentration in Reactor Vessel

The normal temperature of the sodium pentaborate solution is 110'F (ref. 37)
At this temperature the density of the solution is 9. 1 ibm/gal (ref. 37).
Also, the mass of B per mass of sodium pentaborate is 0. 183. With this
information, the concentration of B in the sodium pentaborate solution is
calculated to be 23,000 ppm (see ref. 37). Therefore, the mass of B per
volume of sodium pentaborate solution is

(23,000) x (9.1) / (1E6) = 0.2093 1bm B!gal of'oluCion

The concentration (ppm) of B in the reactor coolant is assumed to be uniform
and is computed from

t

Concentration of gal of sodium
B in Reactor ~ pentaborate soln x (0.2093) x (10E+ 6)/ Iicpsid water

Coolant (ppm) injected to vessel

4.2.7 Hot Shutdown Reactivity

The Hot Shutdown reactivity is taken from ref. 38, which lists a value of
-0.0369 hk/k. This reactivity value was calculated for the Browns Ferry
Unit 1 reactor which is a BWR 4 with the same core thermal power rating as the
Susquehanna reactors. A typical value of the delayed neutron fraction for
Susquehanna, at end-of-cycle conditions is 0.005554 (Table 3. 1 of ref. 39).
Thus, the Hot Shutdown reactivity in dollars is -6.64; this is the value used
in the SABRE calculations,

4.2.8 Boron Reactivity

The reactivity associated with the injected boron is assumed to be
proportional to the concentration of boron in the reactor coolant. Using the
Hot Shutdown boron concentration (355 ppm) and the Hot Shutdown reactivity
(-6.64 dollars) given above, the boron reactivity is computed as

R = -6, 64 C (1-a,} /355
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where

Rb = boron reactivity (dollars), and

Cb = concentration of B in reactor coolant (ppm), and

a, = core-average void fraction,

4.2.9 Timing for Initiation of Suppression Pool Cooling

Initiation times for suppression pool cooling mode of RHR during ATWS are
taken from ref. 40. This report contains simulator data collected as part of
the EPRI Control Room Operator Performance study during the PP8L System One
Validation. Oata from simulator scenario S-4, 100% Power ATWS with Failure of
SLC, are used to obtain the initiation times. For this particular scenario,
data was recorded for four operator teams. The data, which is summarized in
Table 4.2.9-1, shows that Loop 1 of SPC is operable in about 5 minutes after
the event initiation, and Loop 2 becomes operable after about 13 minutes.

4.2.10 Tiiiisng for Initiation of Water Level Reduction in the Case of an
Isolation ATWS

In the BWROG strategy, water level reduction to TAF is initiated when
suppression pool temperature reaches 110'F if power is greater than 5% and
drywell pressure 'is greater than 1.72 psig.

For an isolation ATWS event, the PP8L ATWS response strategy does not require
operators to initiate level reduction, In the case of a full ATWS, water
level will drop to approximately -110" if full HPCI and RCIC flow is injected.
If a significant number of rods have inserted, or if SLC is operable, level
will begin to recover during the transient; this situation will require
reduction of makeup flow when level exc'eeds -60".

4.2. 11 Timing for Initiation of Hanual Rod Insertion

In order to carry out manual control rod insertion, the Rod Sequence Control
System (RSCS) and the Rod Worth Hinimizer (RWH) must be bypassed. The RWH can
be bypassed from the control room, but the RSCS can only be bypassed from the
plant relay room. Based on conversations with plant operators, it is
estimated that carrying out the bypasses would require about 15 minutes. It
is, therefore, assumed that HRI will begin 15 minutes after initiation of the
ATWS event. (The NRC allows removal of the RSCS; however, PP8L is still
evaluating removing the RSCS.)

Because of this 15-minute time delay before initiation of HRI in an ATWS

event, it has been recommended that a RSCS bypass switch be installed in the
control room to permit prompt insertion of control rods. This would decrease
primary containment thermal loading in the case of boron injection failure,
In order to determine the value of this plant modification, additional
calculations are carried out assuming that the modification is in place. For
these calculations, the time at which operators would initiate manual control
rod insertion (HRI) is estimated from the results of the System One Validation
(ref. 40) for simulator scenario S-4, 100% Power ATWS with Failure of SLC. In
this scenario, operators attempted to cause drifting of control rods into the
core by means of increased CRD flow. In this analysis, it is assumed that
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operators would initiate selective manual rod insertion at approximately the
same time that they attempt to drift rods into the core. The timing for
operator initiated control rod insertion by means of increased CRD flow is
shown in Table 4.2. 10-1. These results, which were taken from the System One

Validation, indicate that HRI could be initiated within 2 minutes after the
ATWS event occurred.

4.2. 12 Timing for Initiation of Feedwater Flow Reduction in the Case of a

Non-Isolation ATWS

For a non-isolation ATWS, BWROG EPG Rev. 4 procedures instruct operators to
lower water level when the containment is threatened, ice., when all of the
following conditions occur:

— Power > 5X,
- SRVs open or drywell pressure > 1.72 psig, and
- Suppression pool temperature > 110'F.

In the PPKL strategy, water level is lowered as quickly as possible in a

non-isolation ATWS if power is greater than 5X (above the ~PRH downscale
trip). In this situation, operators shouid run back feedwater fl w until
water level drops to the point where the SRVs close, which is about -83" for a

full ATWS. If the ATWS is less than full power, the operator must reduce the
level to at least -60" even if the SRVs close at a higher level. In order to
determine how quickly operators could carry out feedwater flow reduction, the
results for the System-One-Validation Sequence S-4, 100X Power ATWS with
Failure of SLC, (ref. 40) were examined. In this sequence, operators quickly
trip recirculation pumps in order to reduce containment thermal loading.
Since they are similar operator actions, it is assumed that feedwater flow
reduction could be initiated in about the same time that it takes operators to
trip the recirculation, pumps. Table 4.2. 11-1 shows the timing for tripping of
recirculation pumps for this ATWS sequence. Based on these results, it is
assumed that operators would begin reduction of feedwater flow within
40 seconds of the ATWS event initiation.

4.2. 13 Steam Condensation on Nakeup Flow

When water level drops below the feedwater nozzles, relatively cold makeup

flow is injected into a region occupied by saturated steam. Steam
condensation occurs on the cold makeup flow and heats the coolant as it falls
through the downcomer region. A study carried out by the General Electric
Company (ref. 41) shows that the condensation efficiency on the subcooled
makeup flow is between 95% and l00%, and the efficiency is insensitive to
vessel water level, vessel pressure, and injection flow rate. GE defines the
efficiency as the percent of energy absorbed by the makeup water compared to
the energy required to raise the makeup coolant to vessel saturation
conditions.

In the present analysis, a basic condensation efficiency of 95% is used;
however, ~ather than use a constant value for all water levels below the
feedwater spargers, a transition zone is included in a 1'egment just below
the spargers. In this zone, the condensation efficiency increases linearly
from zero at the level of the spargers to 95% at a water level 1'elow the
spargers. This transition zone is added to give continuity, with regard to
water level, to the condensation efficiency. Note that the present analysis
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is relatively insensitive to the length of this transition zone because water
levels in either the PPKL or BWROG strategies are generally maintained at
levels which are several f""t below the spargers.

4.2. 14 Rod Insertion Time During HRI

At the end of each outage at SSES, testing is performed to determine control
rod insert and withdraw stroke times (ref. 42). The acceptance criteria for
control rod insertion time is 40 to-55 seconds .(3 inches/sec). This-,is the
time interval specified by GE (ref. 43).

In the simulations carried out as part of this study, it is assumed that the
HRI time is 90 seconds per rod. With an actual insertion time of 40 to
55 seconds, this value, i.e., 90-second period, allows the operator a 35 to
50-second interval before inserting the next control rod,

4.2. 15 Control Rod Reactivity Worth for HRI

In order to determine the reactivity worth of co".trol rods during manual rod
insertion (HRI), the core reactivity change associated with cont. o'i rod
insertion was computed with the SIHULATE-E code (ref. 43).'t is ssumed that
operators will insert rods so that a checkerboard pattern will be realized
when half the rods have been driven into the core. The SIHULATE-E calculation
showed a reactivity change of -0. 1169 hk/k upon inserting control rods to a
checkerboard pattern. The initial rod pattern corresponded to an EOC 100%
power condition. An appropriate value of the delayed neutron fraction 8 for
this condition is 0.00555. Therefore, the reactivity change expressed in
dollars is -0. 1169/0.00555 = -21 dollars. In the simulations of manual rod
insertion carried out with SABRE, control rod reactivity is decreased linearly
from zero to -21 dollars as the first 93 control rods are inserted into the
core (there are 185 total control rods). Since the initial reactor state
corresponds to an EOC condition, nearly all of the control rods are withdrawn
from the core at the time of the ATWS initiation. Therefore, in order to
simplify the analysis, it is assumed that 93 rods must be inserted into the
core to obtain the checkerboard rod pattern. Neglecting the initially
inserted rods should lead to a slight over-prediction of the time required for
operators to shutdown the reactor by manual rod insertion. For the first
93 control rods, the control rod reactivity R,„ (dollars) is calculated from

RcR=O fo t< t r, and

-21 ( t- tmz)R„-
( )>

'or t~is t <[t~,+ (93) ht~,],[(93) ht ]

where,

t = time (sec),

t„„ = time (sec) at which HRI is initiated, and

htiigi time i nterval required to i nsert one control rod = 90 sec .
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An additional calculation result is used to determine the reactivity worth of
the remaining 93 control rods. PP&L calculation NFE-2-6-5, Rev. 0 (ref. 4~j
indicates that there is a reactivity change of -45 dollars associated with
driving all control rods into the core at end-of-cycle conditions. Thus, for
insertion of the last 92 control rods, the control rod reactivity worth R«
(dollars) is calculated from

24 t-t~z - 93 b t~z
(92) d, t~z

for [t~z + (93) 6t~z] 6 t < [t~z + (185) 4t~z]

and

R~~ = -45 for [t~z + (185) 6 t~z] 6 t

4.2. 16 Initial Suppression Pool Water Nass and Temperature

The minimum allowed water volume of the suppression pool is 122,410 ft3 and
the maximum average temperature of the pool is 90'F (ref. 36, Section
3.6.2. 1). It is assumed that these are the initial pool conditions at the
start of an ATWS

event.'he

density of water at 90'F is 61.1 ibm/ft3. Thus. the initial mass of water
in the pool is 7.48E6 ibm.
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Table 4.2.9-1

Operator Performance with Regard to Initiation of-
Suppression Pool Cooling Under ATWS Conditions

Operator Team Time of
Initiating Event*

Loop 1 in
Operation**

Time from occurrence
of initialing event to

operation of Loop I
(min)

Loop 2 in
Operation**

Time from occurrence
of initiating event

to operation of
Loop 2

min

Gold (2/17/8/)

Gold (2/24/87)

Blue (3/3/87)

Gold 3 10 87

Average Time from
occurrence of
initializing event to
Operation of Suppression
Pool Cooling (min)

4:54

5:21

7:03

6:26

8:59

7:53 + 2 min

10:52 + 2 min

13:20

4.08

4.53

5.82

6.90

5.3

24:15 + 2 mih

12:32 + 2 min

14:56 + 2 min

15:14

21.35

10.08

9.88

8.80

12.5

*The initiation event is the generation of a scram signal.

**The recorded sequence of events shows that it takes about 2 minutes to get suppression pool cooling operable once system line-up
some instances the Performance log sheets show the time of suPpression pool cooling mode initiation, and in other instances the times corresponding
to system operation are shown; therefore, a 2-minute line-up time is included where appropriate.
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Table 4.2.10-1

Operator Performance with Regard to Initiation of
Control Rod Insertion through .Increased CRD Flow

Operator Team

Gold (2/17/87)

Gold 2 24 87

Blue (3/3/87)

Gold (3/10/87)

;.ver ge Timr. g quired for
Operators to Increase CRD Flow
to Drift Rods into Core (min)

Time of
Initiating Event*

4:54

5:21

7:03

6:26

Time at which
Operators attempted to

increase CRD

flow to cause drifting
of Control Rods

7:55

6:34

8:11

8:49

Time interval required
for operator's to

increase CRD to cause
drifting of Control

Rods
(min)

3.02

1.22

1.13

2.38

*The initiating event is the generation of a scram signal.
I
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Table 4.2.11-1

Operator Performance with Regard to
Initiation of Recirculation Pump Trip

Operator Team

Gold (2/17/87)

Gold (2/24/87)

Blue (3/3/87)

Gold 3/10/87

Average Time Required for
Operators to Trip Recirculation
Pumps (sec)

Time of
Initiating Event*

4: 54.

5:21

7:03

6:26

Time at which
Operators

Tripped
Recirculation Pum s

5:27

7:15

7:35

38

Time interval required
to trip Recirculation

Pumps (sec)

33

12

69

38

*The initiating event is the generation of a scram signal.
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5.0 ATWS Event Sequences

In this section we examine the ATWS event sequences that may occur at
Susquehanna and then explore how the PP&L and BWROG procedural strategies
affect the outcome. We first identify the category of initiators which may

occur. We then examine how each strategy protects both the reactor core and

the primary containment.

5. 1 ATWS Initiators and Failure to SCRAM Mechanisms

Traditionally ATWS has included only those events that are anticipated to
occur during the life of the plant. These include events such as turbine
trip, loss of feedwater and others found in Chapter 15 of the FSAR. However,
when examining how best to structure emergency operating procedure, it is
important to examine all initiators.

There are two basic type of events that can occur at a BWR. These are Loss of
Coolant Accidents (LOCA) and transients. A LOCA is an uncontrollable loss of
coolant (in excess of the Technical Specification allowed RPV leak rates) from
the RPV into the drywell. A transient is any event where a scram condition
exists without an uncontrolled loss of.coolant from the RPV into the drywell.
At this point our computational techniques are not capable of studying all
aspects of the plant response to a LOCA with a failure to scram. Therefore,
conclusions derived for LOCA with ATWS are inferred from transient results.
While this may be unsatisfactory, we are unaware of any credible LOCA with
failure to scram transient calculations.

5.2 Plant Response to ATWS Initiators

A detailed comparison of the BWROG EPG Rev.. 4 and PP&L strategies is presented
for three event sequences. These sequences are:

1. A turbine trip ATWS with the MSIVs open and failure of Sl r~,

2. An MSIV closure ATWS with no additional failures, and

3. An MSIV closure ATWS with failure of SLCS, MRI and RHR.

These sequences were chosen because they test the differences between the PP&L

strategy and the strategy proposed by the BWROG. Event frequencies for each

of these sequences are presented in Tables 5.2-1, 5.2-2, and 5.2-3.
Frequencies are given for three types of scram failures: dual scram discharge
volume failure, complete scram failure due to malfunction of electrical
components, and single scram discharge volume failure. The single scram
discharge volume failure, which is the most likely scenario,: prevents control
rod insertion in one-half of the core. This type of ATWS is less threatening
to the containment because of the reduced power generation relative to the
full ATWS, but the risk of fuel damage due to large-amplitude power
oscillations which may occur at low level, low pressure, or under conditions
of high core-inlet subcooling are still present. This is because the
unscramed half of the core is essentially uninfluenced by the presence of
control rods in the scramed section of the core. Because of constraints with
regard to our modeling capabilities, the analysis results presented here focus
on the case of complete failure to scram; however, the implications of a

half-core ATWS are discussed. In addition, information is presented for other
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equipment failure combinations. However, these other sequences are variations
of the above three. Therefore, only summary information is presented at this
time,

5.2. 1'urbine Trip ATWS with HSIVs Open and Failure of SLCS

This section presents results for the turbine trip with the HSIV open and no
additional failures. In this event we examine, for the Susquehanna plant,
whether .the operator has sufficient time to runback -feedwater and avoid core
damage. The PPKL strategy differs from the BWROG strategy in that it requires
both prompt RPV water level reduction to -60" or less and prompt boron
injection using SLCS for ATWS events. The BWROG EPG Rev. 4 permits these
actions promptly but it does not require them.

This sequence of events begins with a turbine trip and a failure of the scram
system. The operator, when implementing the PPKL strategy, confirms the
failure to scram, promptly runs back the feedwater injection flow and attempts
to initiate SLCS. In evaluating this event it was assumed that the operator
will begin to runback the feedpumps at 40 seconds (see Section 4.2. 12). By
120 secon ': the feedwater spargers are well above, the RPV water level and thus
the condensation of steam on the feedwater is essentially complete. This
causes core inlet flow to approach saturated conditions. Plots of power and
core-inlet subcooling are shown in Figure 5.2. 1-1. In this case, the
potential for core-damaging, density-wave oscillations is eliminated by the
flow reduction. The core inlet subcooling never exceeds the threshold value
for core damage of 87 Btu/ibm which we defined (based on the GE analysis in
ref. 19) in Section 2. 1.2. 1. Since the GE analysis was carried out for a
BWR/5 with 100% bypass capacity and operating on the extended rod line, this
threshold value of subcooling should be conservative for Susquehanna.

Using the BWROG strategy, RPV water level reduction is not required until the
suppression pool temperature reaches 110'F. This does not occur until
120 seconds after the turbine trip, and at this time the core-inlet subcooling
has already reached about 100 Btu/ibm. The RPV water level need only be
reduced to the level which is equivalent to 25% of rated steam flow. This,
however, is about 60" below the feedwater sparger. Thus, as with the PPSL
strategy, condensation of steam on the feedwater is essentially complete.
With this strategy, the core-inlet subcooling exceeds the core-damage
threshold value of 87 Btu/ibm. Core damage is not anticipated at Susquehanna,
however, because unlike the BWR/5 considered in the GE analysis, the bypass
capacity is 25% not 100%, (see Section 2) the power density is less and it
operates below the HEOD rod line.

5.2.2 HSIV Closure ATWS with No Additional Failures

This section presents results for the HSIV closure event with no additional
failures. This event is significant because it uniquely highlights the
difference between the PPLL and BWROG level/power control strategy. Unlike
the turbine trip event, level reduction will never be sufficient to close the
SRVs. Therefore, the operator will be required to reduce the RPV water level
to -110" for the PPSL strategy and TAF or below for the BWROG strategy. Thus
this sequence allows us to determine what containment margin is gained by
level reduction to TAF or below and what core margin is lost. =
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The sequence of events is presented for each procedural strategy.
Table 5.2.2-1 presents the BWROG response and Table 5.2.2-2 presents the PPEL
response. As can be seen by review',ng these tables, the initial response is
identical. However, when the suppression pool temperature reaches 110'F at
72 seconds, the operator, when following the BWROG strategy terminates flow
from HPCI and RCIC until the RPV water -level falls to TAF at 156 seconds. At
this point HPCI and RCIC are reinitiated and the RPV water level is maintained
between 2.5'elow TAF and TAF until hot shutdown boron is injected, which
requires about 20 minutes. The power reaches decay heat levels at
400 seconds. At this point the suppression pool temperature is 129'F.
Finally the suppression pool temperature reaches 134'F when hot shutdown
boron (as defined by the BWROG procedure) is injected at 1300 seconds and the
operator begins to recover RPV water'level.

When following the PP&L strategy, the water level is not reduced to TAF when
the suppression pool temperature reaches 110'F. 'herefore, the operator does
not have to terminate flow from KPCI and RCIC nor does the injection flow need
to be constantly adjusted to maintain RPV water level at TAF. The power
reaches decay heat level at about 500 seconds. At this point, the suppression
pool temperature is 135'F, 6'igher than the BWROG strategy. The pool
temperature reaches 140'F at 1300 seconds when the transient is ';rminated.
Again a 6'ifference between the PP&L and the BWROG strategies.

The BWROG maintains that RPV water level reduction to TAF is required to
protect containment integrity. As shown above, water level reduction to TAF
or below r'esults in decreasing the suppression pool temperature by 6;F or less
than 0.5 psi a. Each strategy results in .over 200'F margin in suppress.ion pool
temperature and 60 psi in containment pressure. Therefore, containment
integrity is not at issue with either strategy.

The BWROG, however, reduces RPV water level to TAF and below to preserve
containment integrity. The cost of this 6'F of added margin is an increase
risk to the reactor integrity, a far more complicated response strategy, and
an increase in the failure probability of the equipment used to ensure core
integrity.

When operating the reactor with the RPV water level between the MSCWL and TAF,
the reactor, as discussed in Section 2, is much more susceptible to unstable
operation and to burnout especially in the low power channels. While the
instabilities can be suppressed by early two-pump boron injection, the fuel
may be unwetted For as long as 20 minutes. Therefore, a threat to core
integrity still exist even if power oscillations are suppressed.

The requirement to lower the RPV water level to TAF or below is a far more
complicated maneuver than allowing the water level to remain at -110". Using
the PP&L strategy the operator need only observe the successful operation of
HPCI and that the RPV water level is at -110 or above. The operator uses the
wide-range water level instruments to determine RPV water level. When using
the BWROG strategy the operator must first defeat the AOS initiation logic,
then terminate flow from HPCI and RCIC and finally re-establish HPCI and RCIC
flow. This must all be executed within 60 seconds. Furthermore, the operator
must then control RPV water level between 2.5'elow TAF and TAF for
20 minutes by constantly adjusting injection flow from HPCI and RCIC. This
balancing act between RPV water level and injection flow must be performed
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using a single water level instrument which is calibrated for cold conditions.
Clearly the PPKL strategy is far less difficult for the operator to implement.

Finally the BWROG strategy places additional .demands on the HPCI and RCIC
equipment which is clearly unwarranted. The requirement to terminate
injection from HPCI and RCIC, then re-establish injection from HPCI and RCIC
and finally control flow at TAF requires additional valve cycles. These
additional cycles increases the probability of HPCI failure by a factor of 2
to 10.

After reviewing the facts, the 6'F of margin on suppression pool temperature
simply is an inadequate justification for reducing the RPV water level to TAF
when considering the additional risk to core integrity, the increased
complexity in operating procedures and the reduction of equipment reliability.
5.2.3 HSIV Closure with Failure of,SLCS, NRI, and RHR

In Section 5.2.2, we examined differences between PP8L and BWROG strategies in
an event where boron injection was available. In this accident sequence, we
examine a much more challenging event in which systems required fo~ injection
or insertion of boron into the core (SLCS and CRD) are failed. Ir. addition,
containment heat removal capability (RHR) is failed. The most likely cause
for this massive loss of equipment's SBO plus ATWS. This accident sequence
illustrates the differences between the PP&L and BWROG water level and
pressure control strategies. The plant response for each of these strategies
is outlined in Tables 5.2.3-1 and 2.

For the PP5L approach, water level is maintained at -110" following the HSIV
closure. At this water level the reactor is well-behaved even in the presence
of pressure perturbations caused by SRV cycling, i.e., no power excursions are
expected with level in this range (see Section 2, 1.2.4). Also, this is the
equilibrium water level associated with full HPCI and RCIC flow. It is
important to emphasize that for the full ATWS, no operator actions are
required to maintain level at -110"; the reactor will automatically seek this
level. Since there're no boron injection or insertion systems available, the
containment continues to pressurize until it reaches 65 psig, the PCPL
(primary containment pressure limit). When this pressure is reached, the
containment vent is opened (the containment vent valves are not operable at
pressures above the PCPL) to prevent containment overpressurization. With
water level at -110", the reactor steaming rate is greater than the vent
capacity at the PCPL. Consequently, the containment will continue to
pressurize until it reaches a pressure of 110 psia where the RPV steaming rate
equals the vent capacity. With this strategy, the core is maintained covered,
with a margin of several feet, throughout „the transient. Also, the reactor is
maintained in an operating regime where large-amplitude power transients are
unlikely to occur. Therefore,- venting of the containment should not result in
a radioactive release. If the vent is inoperable, as it would be under SBO

conditions with our current plant design (i.e., AC powered vent valves),
containment failure would occur. In this situation, it is certainly possible
that HPCI will remain functional so that core cooling can be maintained
following containment failure.

With the BWROG strategy, the required mitigative actions are much more
complicated in that they involve intricate operator actions for water level
and pressure control (see Table 5.2.3-2). Simulation results are presented in
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Figures 5.2.3-1 to 3. In this event, high pressure injection is prevented at
58 seconds into the transient. For a high-power ATWS, the BWROG EPGs require
termination or prevention of HPCI and RCIC injection when the pool temperature
reaches 110'F. Thus operators must prevent injection very early in the
transient (about 1 minute following initiation of the ATWS). Furthermore,
operators must initiate high pressure injection when level reaches TAF which
occurs at 145 seconds into the event. Injection flow is prevented, and
initiated within a time period of 87 seconds. When flow is initiated, water
level is maintained between TAF and TAF-2.5'. With water level. in this range,
the upper segments of low-power bundles, particularly in the periphery region,
may be uncovered. Clad temperatures in the uncovered portions of the fuel can
be hundreds of degrees above the coolant saturation temperature. Of
particular concern with the reactor level in this region, is the sensitivity
of core power to pressure perturbations. In the event SRV cycling occurs,
large-amplitude power excursions (up to 2000% of rated power are possible
according to PP8L calculations) can occur at these low water levels. It is
likely that power excursions, at low water levels, will produce core damage.

Again, since there are no boron injection or insertion systems available,
containment heating will continue. When the suppression pool temperature
reaches 165'F, tne BWROG EPGs require vessel depressurization., At the same
time that RPV depressurization is initiated (580 seconds), HPCI injection must
be terminated. HPCI flow cannot be restarted until RPV pressure drops below
149 psig (for 6 SRVs open) which is defined by the BWROG EPGs as the minimum
ATWS flooding pressure. This pressure (149 psig) is reached at 846 seconds,
and HPCI flow is then reinitiated. When HPCI is initiated, the cold make-up
flow is sprayed directly into a region occupied by saturated steam.. Thus, a
high rate of steam condensation occurs on the make-up flow. This rapid rate
of steam condensation accelerates the vessel depressurization, and HPCI soon
trips on low pressure (119 psia). With only RCIC injection remaining, power
drops to nearly decay heat levels, and adequate core cooling is no longer
assured. Reactor pressure continues to decrease, and RCIC eventually trips on
low pressure (75 psia at 1043 seconds). Under SBO conditions, only the fire
main is available for injection, but system line-up requires about one hour.
Thus core melt will occur before injection from the fire main can be
established. In this case containment failure will eventually occur because
RHR is not available and the vent is inoperable. It is likely that
containment failure will be accompanied by core and vessel failure as well,
which will result in a large radioactive release.
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Table 5.2-1

Event Frequency for Turbine-Trip ATWS
with NSIVs Open

Frequency of Occurrence
er fuel cycle

(a) 1.98

(b) 5.4 x 10

(c) 0.33

(d) 0,01

(e) 0.67

(f) 4.0 x 10

(g) 5.2 x 10

Event

Non-isolation transient requiring
reactor scram

Failure to scram on demand

Fraction of total ATWS events which
are caused by mechanical failures

Fraction of mechanical ATWS events
which involve failure of two scram
discharge volumes

Fraction of total ATWS events which
are caused by electrical failures

Failure of ARI

Failure of SLCS

(a)(b)(c)(d)(g) = 1.8 x 10
"

(a)(b)(e)(f)(g) = 1.5 x

10'a)(b)(c)(g)= 1.8 x 10

Full mechanical'ATWS with MSIVs open
and failure of SLCS

Full electrical ATWS with MSIVs open
and failure of SLCS

Half-core ATWS with MSIVs open and
failure of SLCS
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Table 5.2-2

Event Frequency for MSIV-Closure ATWS

Frequency of Occurrence
er fuel cycle

(a) 0.35

(b) 5.4 x 10

(c) 0.33

(d) 0.01

(e) 0.67

(f) 4.0 x 10

(a)(b)(c)(d) = 6.2 x 10

(a)(b)(e)(f) = 5. 1 x 10

f

a b c = 6.2 x 10

Event

Reactor isolation

Failure to scram on demand

Fraction of total ATWS events which
are caused by mechanical failures

Fraction of mechanical ATWS events
which involve failure of two scram
discharge volumes

Fraction of total ATWS events which
are caused by electrical failures

Failure of ARI

Full mechanical ATWS with HSIVs
closed

."-ull electrical ATWS with HSIVs
closed

Half-cor ATWS with HSIVs closed
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Table 5.2-3

Event Frequency for HSIV-Closure ATMS
with Failure of SLCS, HRI, and RHR

Frequency of Occurrence
er fuel cycle

(a) 0.35

(b) 5.4 x 10

(c) 0.33

{d) 0.01

(e) 0.67

{f) 4.0 x 10

(g) 0.07)

(h) 2.3 x 10

(a)(b){c)(d)(g)(h) = 1.0 x 10
"

(a)(b)(e)(f)(g)(h) = 8 3 x 10 "

(a)(b)(c) = 1.0 x

10'vent

Reactor isolation

Failure to scram on demand

Fraction of total ATWS events which
are caused by mechanical failures

Fraction of mechanical ATWS events
which involve failure of two scram
discharge volumes

Fraction of total ATWS events which
are caused by electrical failures

Failure of ARI

Loss of offsite power (LOOP)

Loss of four emergency diesel
enerators

Full mechanical ATMS with NSIVs
closed and failure of SLCS, NRI, and
RHR

Full electrical ATWS with NSIVs
closed and failure of SLCS, NRI, and
RHR

Half-core ATWS with NSIVs closed and
failure of SLCS, NRI, and RHR
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Table 5.2.2-1

Sequence of ";ents for BWROG EPG Rev. 4 Strategy
NSIV Closure - All Rods Fail to Insert — No Additional Failures

Time sec

0.0

2.41

2.49

56

72

75

156

400

-1300

Event

HSIV closure.

Recirculation pumps trip on
hi h ressure.

Power reaches eak of 208%.

Downcomer level drops to L2
(-38"). HPCI and RCIC
initiate.
Suppression pool temperature
reaches 110'F. HPCI and RCIC
flow is terminated.

SLC is initiated.
Level reaches TAF, HPCI and
RCIC are restarted. Level is
controlled between HSCWL and
TAF.

Power reaches decay heat
levels.
Hot shutdown boron weight is
injected. 'evel is restored
to +13"- to +54". Suppression
ool tern erature is 134'F.

Comments

4 sec closure time.

Setpoint is
1094.7 sia.

This is the boron
injection initiation
tern erature BIIT .
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Table 5.2.2-2

Sequence of Events for PPRL Strategy
NSIV Closure — All Rods Fail to Insert - No Additional Failures

Time sec

0.0

2.41

2.49

56

60

76

120

200

-500

1300

Event

MSIV closure.

Recirculation pumps. trip on
hi h ressure.

Power reaches eak of 208X.

Downcomer level drops to L2
(-38"). HPCI and RCIC
initiate.
SLC is initiated.
Suppression pool temperature
reaches 110"F.

Li uid boron reaches core.

Operators reduced HPCI and
RCIC flow. Maintain level
near -110".

Power reaches decay heat
level.
Suppression pool temperature
is 140'F.

Coiiwients

4 sec closure time.

Set point is
1094.7 sia.

It is apparent that
level is recovering.
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Table 5.2.3-1

Sequence of Events for PPRL Strategy
NSIV Closure — All Rods Fail to Insert —..Failure of SLCS, NRI, and RHR

TINE sec.

0.0

2.41

2.49

54.0

67.0

350.0

2200.0

EVENT

NSIV closure.

Recirculation pumps trip on
hi h ressure.

Power reached eak of 208%.

level reaches L2 (-38"); HPCI
and RCIC initiate.
Suppression pool temperature
reached 110'F.

Level drops to equilibrium
level of --110".

Primary containment reaches
PCPL (80 psia). Containment
-vent is opened. Primary
containment continues to
pressurize to 110 psia where
RPV steaming rate equals vent
ca acity.

CONNENTS

4 sec closure time.

Set point is 1094.7, psia.

The RPV steaming rate is
greater than the vent
capacity at the PCPL.
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Table 5.2.3-2

Sequence of Events for BWROG EPG Rev. 4 Strategy
NSIV Closure — All Rods Fail to Insert —.Failure of SLCS, NRI, and RHR

TINE sec.

0.0

2.41

2.49

58

76

145

580

846

884

1043

EVENT

MSIV closure.

Recirculation pumps trip on
hi h ressure.

Power reached eak of 208X.

Suppression pool temperature
reached 110'F. Operators
prevent HPCI and RCIC
injection.
Le"el reaches L2 (-38").

Level reaches TAF; high
pressure injection is
reinitiated. Level is
controlled between TAF and
TAF -2.5'.
Suppression pool temperature
reaches HCTL (165'F); reactor
depressurization is
initiated. HPCI injection is
terminated.

RPV Pressure drops to
164 psia (149 psig), HPCI
flow is reinitiated.

RPV pressure drops to
119 psia. HPCI trips on low
pressure. Pressure continues
to decrease.

RCIC trips on low pressure
(75 psia).

CONNENTS

4 sec closure time.

Set point is 1094.7 psia.

If the SLCS system was
operable, injection would be
initiated at this time.

HPCI and RCIC would initiate
if injection was no
revented.

BWROG EPGs allow injection
from sources other than RCIC,
CRD, and SLCS once pressure
drops below Minimum ATWS

Flooding Pressure (149 psig
for 6 SRVs o en .

For this accident sequence,
no other low pressure
injection'ystems. are
available except the diesel
driven fire pump. Core melt
will occur before the fire
pump can be aligned for
injection to the RPV.
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Figure 5.2. 1-1 PPKL calculation of core power and core-inlet subcooling for
turbine trip ATWS with 25X bypass capacity and feedwater flow
reduction. Time constant for feedwater enthalpy coast-down is
60 seconds.
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Figure 5.2.3-2 PP8L calculation of reactor power and'ressure response for
MSIV-closure ATWS with loss of SLCS, MRI, and RHR. Strategy
follows BWROG water level and RPV depressurization
guidelines.
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Figure 5.2.3-3 PP&L simulation of RPV makeup flow and enthalpy for
HSIV-closure ATWS with loss of SLCS, HRI, and RHR. Strategy
follows BWROG water level and RPV depressurization
guidelines.
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5.3 CONTAINMENT VENTING DURING ATWS

There is a concern that the PP&L ATWS strategy will be more likely to result
in containment venting than the BWROG ATWS strategy. The PP&L strategy
maintains the RPV water level, about 4'bove TAF. This ensures that the core
is always cooled. The cost of ensuring core integrity, however, is a higher
reactor power (7N) which translates to greater heat loads to the containment
and earlier venting if the other modes of heat rejection are inadequate.

PP&L has evaluated the impact this higher power level has. on containment
venting. Table 5.3-1 summarizes Engineering's evaluation. The MSIVs are
assumed closed in all the cases since the main condenser would be sufficient
to accept the reactor power during ATWS, Therefore, venting is only an issue
if the main condenser is unavailable. This evaluation shows that the PP&L

strategy will result in slightly earlier containment venting only when both
the RHR loops have failed. In the worst case where both SLCS and the station
CRD pumps additionally fail, the PP&L strategy will result in containment
venting at 37 minutes rather than 59 minutes for the BWROG strategy, However,
the BWROG strategy will-likelybe venting radioactive steam, where the PP&L

strategy will vent "clean" steam. Furthermore, the most likely cause of
'omplete failure of RHR, SLCS and the station CRD pumps is a SBO with ATWS.

In this case the vent is also unavailable since it relies on AC power. In all
other cases the impact these two strategies have on containment venting is the
same.

While the BWROG strategy extend the time to venting in the worst containment
challenge from 37 to 59 minutes, the cost is core damage when ever the HSIVs
close. This results in the venting radioactive steam when ever venting is
required using the BWROG strategy. While the PP&L strategy may require
containment venting slightly earlier when massive equipment failures beyond
the ATWS have occurred, the steam being vented is not radioactive. Thus any
perceived benefit from delaying the vent opening is lost by venting
radioactive steam.
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TABLE 5.3-1

Comparison of ATWS Strategies With Respect to Venting

Type of
Failures Time of Vent

Rad Released When
Ventin

PCPL Pressure
Exceeded After

Ventin

PP&L BWROG PP&L BWROG PP&L BWROG

None

1 RHR Loo

2 RHR Loo s

1 SLCS Pum

No Vent No Vent

No Vent No Vent

>24 hr. >24 hr.

No Vent No Vent

NA

NA

No

NA

NA

NA

Yes

NA

NA

No

NA

NA

NA

No

NA

2 SLCS rum s No Vent No Vent No No

1 RHR Loop
1 SLCIS Pum

1 RHR Loop
2 SLCS Pum s

2 RHR Loops
2 SLCS Pum s

2 RHR Loops
2 SLCS Pumps
All CRD Pumps

SBO+ATWS

No Vent No Vent

49 min. 70 min.

37 min. 59 min.

NA

No

No

NA

Yes

Yes

NA

No

Yes

NA

No

No
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BWR ATWS STATUS REPORT

This paper describes the status of the Boiling Water Reactor ATWS 1ssue. It
discusses the controlling factors in ATWS. The paper identifies pros and cons
of the BWR owners group emergency procedure guidelines (EPGs) that 1nstruct
the operator to lower reactor water level to the top of the active fuel or
lower for certain limited situations during an ATWS. The paper also reviews
pros and cons of an alternate strategy used by Pennsylvania Power and Light
Co. (PPLL).

OVERVIEW

The probability of occurrence of an ATWS event in a light water reactor is
very low ( 10 per reactor year). Industry has devoted significant attention
to its potentially ser1ous consequences. In a BWR under certain ATWS

sequences, it would be desirable to reduce system power quickly. This is
especially true where the primary system has been 1solated by closure of all
main steam isolation valves and is discharging steam through the safety/relief
valve system to the suppression pool. Reducing reactor power increases the
time available to shut down the reactor. It does this by minimizing the
amount of heat that gets dumped into the suppression pool. This helps keep

the suppression pool temperature and the containment pressure within limits.
Under the proposed BWR Owners'roup EPGs for the ATWS event, the automatic
recirculat1on pump tr1p on reactor vessel overpressure causes the in1tial drop
in power level. The reactor water level would then be lowered to further
reduce reactor power. The natural c1rculat1on driv1ng head and the flow would

decrease as reactor water level falls. The reduced core flow would produce

more voids in the core and further reduce power generation.

Any approach to successful mitigation of an ATWS event requires the following:

l. An adequate 11quid inventory must be maintained in the reactor vessel
to assure core cooling.

2. Power transients must be avoided which could result 1n severe damage

to the clad.



3. Power must be reduced sufficiently for hot shutdown (HSD) to be

achieved before the containment overpressure limit is exceeded.

The BWROG uidancg ance for operator response to ATWS involves the following
actions:

1. IniInitiate Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS) when the suppression
pool temperature reaches 110'F (at least several minutes after the
initiation of ATWS).

2. TermiTerminate all flow into the vessel except for SLCS and the control
rod drive cooling flow.

3. When the level has fallen to the top of the active fuel, use the high
pressure injection systems to maintain the level at top of the active
fuel.

4. Mhen a quantity of boron solution sufficient for hot shutdown has

been infected, increase the water leveL to promote boron mixing and

achieve reactor shutdown.

5. Initiate suppression pool cooling.

6. Oepressurize the reactor pressure vessel if reactor pressure and

suppression pool temperature cannot be kept below the suppression

pool heat capacity temperature limit.

The EPGs are generic to GE-BWR 1 through 6 designs in that they address all
ma)or systems which may be used to respond to an emergency. Because no

specific plant includes all of the systems in these guidelines, the guidelines
are applied to individual plants by deleting statements which are not appli-
cable or by substituting equivalent systems where appropriate.

PPEL has a modified approach for dealing with an ATMS. It has complied with
the intent of the BMROG EPGs but has made the following key modifications for



application to Susquehanna Steam Electric Station emergency operating pro-
cedures (EOPs) relating to ATWS, The key modifications are:

a. A 208'F suppression pool temperature limit instead of 165'F for ATWS.

b. A water level control strategy for an ATWS event that takes" into
account the performance of plant equipment and the operators. The

HPCI/RCIC* flow is not terminated once it comes on. Elimination of
the need to terminate HPCI/RCIC flow avoids concern over the failure
to achieve timely restart, and frees the operator from the need for
additional actions (trip and restart) in a critical time period.

Back round

In 1982, General Electric under BWROG funding developed EPGs for an ATWS

event. These EPGs were based on General Electric analyses which concluded

that the power level would be BX if the downcomer water level were dropped to
the top of the active fuel with the reactor pressure around 100O psia. The

technical basis for this BX value was not -provided to the owners. Several
utilities were concerned about (a) the limited information available to the
owners on the technology behind the power level determination and (b) how

strongly the BX number figured in a ma)ority of key steps in the EPGs.

General Public Utilities, contacted EPRI to see if EPRI could perform analyses

with the objectives (1) to provide a tool for the utilities to use tn writing
plant specific Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) and (2) to provide an

independent verification of GE's power level estimate. In this same time
frame, Idaho Nuclear Engineering Laboratory (INEL), under a contract from NRC,

concluded that the power level would be 6X under conditions similar to those

assumed by GE.

EPRI believed that there were several deficiencies in the analyses that had

been performed by GE and INEL. The ma]or one was the use of point kinetics
for neutronics. Flux shapes change so markedly during the ATWS sequence being

analyzed that one dimensional or possibly three dimensional neutronics would

+ High Pressure Coolant In]ection/Reactor Core Isolation Cooling



be necessary. EPRI approached the task of bringing closure to the power level
issue by selecting two independent approaches; one was a 30 quasi-static
neutronics approach (NODE-B/NATBWR) and the other was a 1D kinetics transient
approach (RETRAN). The results were published in the NSAC-69 and the NSAC-70

reports. There was excellent agreement on average reactor power level between

the 30 quasi-static approach and the 10 transient analysis approach. The

transient analysis, however, did show many large power spikes as water level
approached the top of the active fuel. These large power spikes were not an

artifact of the RETRAN computer code inasmuch as a recent GE analysis for EPRI

(NP-5562, December 1987) using GE proprietary code TRAC-G showed similar power

spikes.

The EPRI work led to the development of the Chexal-Layman correlation to
predict average reactor power at a given system pressure and downcomer water
level during an ATMS. This work was discussed with GE and INEL. It led to
revisions of the average power level estimate by GE and INEL. Their average

power level estimate now agrees with the EPRI estimate. This correlation has

been validated to predict average power by INEL, Brookhaven, and GE (NP-5562,

December 1987) and has been implemented, in several computer codes to perform

severe accident analyses.

NSAC-69 showed that an ATMS event under plant conditions during startup
requires particular attention. Under this condition, the xenon concentration
is about 30% of the concentration at equilibrium full power. Lower xenon

concentration results in a higher post-ATMS power level, and may be more

severe than the 100% power equilibrium xenon case. In addition, about 1/3 of
all BMR scrams occur during start-up, thus contributing significantly to the

risk. This case has not been considered either in the BMROG analyses or PPRL

analyses.

EPRI Strate

EPRI's role is to stay removed from Judgmental arguments but to keep the

utilities informed oF the results of work that we have performed on their
behalf. At the present time, the NRC is well aware of the differences between

the PPEL procedures and the recommendations of the BMROG EPGs. Denny Ross of



the NRC went to the Susquehanna simulator to observe operator training using

the PP&L procedures. It is troublesome to hear that the NRC may have 1nferred
that EPRI endorses the BMROG EPGs. All EPRI personnel involved w1th BWR ATWS

know that the EPRI work has not been comprehensive enough for us to endorse

any of the procedures.

The issue boils down to a GE BMROG EPG approach which emphasizes saving the
containment (by reducing reactor'power level and containment heatup) versus
the PP&L approach which keeps several feet of water over the top of the core

nd emphasizes clad 1ntegrity (to prevent reactivity oscillations) and vessel
ntegrity (prevent SaFety Relief Valve oscillat1ons). In using the PP&L

procedure there may be a greater challenge to the containment due to the
higher reacto- power level and faster containment heatup. Sp cifically, PP&L

takes a "levelized" approach to the barriers issue. In using the BWR 0/G

procedure there may be a greater challenge to fuel and reactor vessel

,1ntegrity. The two philosophically d1fferent approaches may be 1rreconcilable
technically. The BMROG EPG procedures in general are extremely complex. Even

with ideal response of the operators and equipment to a severe ATMS event, the

plant will operate under conditions which have never been tested or thoroughly
analyzed. The PP&L approach 1s well thought out with operator and human

factors in m1nd and pays more attention to operator performance than the BMROG

EPGs. It simpl1fies emergency operating procedures with the ouJective of
enhancing operator rel1ab1ltty. Using PP&L's approach, success is assured

more easily. The simulator tests at several plants are a testimony to this.
However, in some situations (e.g., where the operator fails to in1tiate stand-

by liquid control) a higher risk of conta1nment failure will result. In a

study performed by Oak R1dge Nat1onal Laboratory (ORNL) for NRC, ORNL con-

cluded the following:

The single most important operator action is the prompt 1nit1ation
of the Standby Liquid Control System infection of sodium

pentaborate solution. In fact, even if the ~onl operator action is
to in1tiate the SLCS with1n the first f1ve minutes, the ATMS would

be brought to a successful terminat1on. Some for... of operator

action to lim1t vessel in)ection was found to be desirable to
provide satisfactory system response fn the event that the SLCS is



not initiated within the first five minutes. The two flow control

strategies evaluated in the letter report accomplish this and, in

addition, eliminate 'the demands that would be placed upon the

operators during execution of the level control strategy of the BWR

Owners Group Emergency Procedure Guidelines for ATMS.

EPRI has an obligation that includes keeping utilities informed of our assess-

ment of the weaknesses or incompleteness in the various analyses. There is an

agreement on the expected aver age power level when water level is lowered.

Large power spikes have been observed in all transient analyses performed to
date using the BMROG EPGs. Power osc1llations of 25K-llBX were observed

during a recent transient at the Lasalle Station under conditions very similar
to those which would be expected during an ATMS. Mater level was far above

the top of the active fuel. No organization has reported to have undertaken

the task of addressing fuel thermal-cycling, stability, relief valve cycling,
large reactivity insertions (>one dollar) or fast level response due to
changes in inventory if the 11quid level is dropped to the top of the active
fuel. It" is not clear that fuel would survive operation with the BWROG EPG

without releasing significant quantities of fission gases. At present, the

neutronics packages in RETRAN and TRAC can not be relied on to analyze such

transients realistically. The sensitivity of the neutronics to noding size

has not been aoaressed explicitly.

PPE L has stated a desire to avoid "11mit cycle operation". Operator training„
and simulator work by PP&L, along with their procedure development using a

constant supply oF water to the reactor instead of uncovering the core seems

to be the best work that has been done. A constant feedwater supply helps in

reducing system perturbations.

EPRI has not done sufficient analyses of the specific ATMS control approaches

to be able to endorse e1ther; however, EPRI 1s more comfortable with the

approach being taken by PP&L than by the SCROG. gumt&ications of the

operator contr1bution to the success path should be undertaken. Additionally,
1ndustry needs to address stab1lity, fuel thermal-cycling, valve duty and

several other unanalyzed areas. If such analyses are undertaken, the 1mpact

on industry resources of such a study probably would be more than one million
dollars.



APPENDIX A

Concerns with BMROG A roach and PP&L A roach

The concerns over the approaches used by BMROG and PP&L are summarized in
Appendix A.

Concerns with BMROG EPG A roach

The overall concern with this approach is its complexity and its higher empha-

sis on protecting the containment rather than the fuel and the reactor vessel.

The specific concerns over the approach used by BWROG fall in four categories:

1. De ressurizin a critical reactor

Core uncovering and reflood could result in a prompt critical
reactivity insertion.

Credible water injection strategies that avoid severe prompt critical
reactivity insertions have not yet been generated.

Controlled depressurization may be impossible due to t"" sensitivity of
the system to pressure perturbations.

Pressure control will be difficult during an ATWS situation. Rapid

changes in make up flow should be avoided.

Depressurization should be done ~onl when the Standby Liquid Control

System is not available and then ~onl with a controllable water source.

The minimum heat capacity temperature limit should be raised.
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2. Control of Water Level

Low water level may increase the probability of and severity of limit
cycle operation (instability). Power oscillations of 25K-118K were

observed during a recent transient at the Lasalle Station under condi-

tions very similar to those which would be expected during an ATWS.

Water level was far above the top of the active fuel.

A level below the top of the upper plenum will amplify power and level
feedback. (300 ft vs 88 ft )

Level indication is less reliable and less accurate below Ll.

Ll initiations may interfere with response actions. ,

Level response is expected to be rapid, sensitive, and difficult to
control.

The relationship between pool heat-up and water level is indirect.

Boron mixing and transport is adequate at full HPCI flow.

3. Antici ator Actions

Transfer of HPCI to suppression pool suction must be prevented.

Rapid wetwell water addition may be required.

Timing constraints and action priorities for ATWS events must be

developed and incorporated into operator training. These are unclear

at present. EOPs do not require SLIC first. The EPRI conducted simu-

lator tests show that there exist two groups of crews - those that hit
SLIC first and those that wrestle with level f~rst.
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tFull Residual Heat Removal suppression pool cooling should be started
as soon as possible, but not as a top priority action.

4. The Hot Shutdown Criterion

For risk analysis, the time to get to hot shutdown should be determined

by actual transient analysis.

Concerns with PP&L A roach

There may be certain ATWS scenarios (e.g., when the operator fails to initiate
the standby liquid control system) for which this approach may place the plant
in a more vulnerable state. In the 40 simulator tests conducted by EPRI, no

such failure by the operator was observed. In this approach, the initiation
of SLCS as early as possible in the event is of paramount importance. Other-
wise, the higher power rejected to the suppression pool may lead to an early
containment failure. The containment pressure loading can be reduced signifi-
cantly'if timely venting is affected.

'0 A7 ') LlC 0
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B. 1. INTRODUCTION

In an ATWS (anticipated transient without scram) event, a BWR (boiling water
reactor) may be operated over a wide range of conditions far removed from
those encountered during normal operation. In a non-isolation ATWS for
instance, the reactor operates in natural circulation with large reductions in
feedwater enthalpy caused by loss of turbine extraction steam flow to
feedwater heaters. Decreased make-up-flow enthalpy results in increased
core-inlet subcool-ing which can lead to reactor instabili'ty. If the ATWS
event involves isolation of the reactor vessel, a rise in core-inlet
subcooling and a drop in water level occur with initiation of HPCI (high
pressure coolant injection) which supplies highly subcooled water to the
vessel at a reduced flow rate. Also in the case of vessel isolation, abrupt
reactor pressure fluctuations are produced by cycling of SRVs (safety/relief
valves). Moreover, at the low reactor water levels which result, the
feedwater spargers become uncovered and cold make-up coolant is injected
directly into a region occupied by saturated steam. The development of
condensation on the injection flow can have a significant modulating influence
on the increasing core-inlet subcooling. An ATWS may also involve
depressurization oF the reactor vessel as a mitigative response to failure of
certain equipment. For example, should HPCI fail to function, the reactor
could be depressurized to 500 psia to allow coolant injection by
intermediate-pressure-range condensate pumps.

In order to properly formulate emergency operating procedures for response to
an ATWS, an understanding of the reactor dynamic behavior over the wide range
of conditions described above is required. Consequently, the SABRE
(Simulation of ATWS in Boiling-Water Reactors) computer code was developed by
PPE L to simulate BWR transient behavior under natural circulation conditions
with control rods withdrawn. SABRE contains thermal-hydraulic models of the
reactor jet pump, lower plenum, core bypass, upper plenum, riser, separator,
steam dome, and downcomer regions of the reactor vessel.- A two-node,
radially-lumped parameter model describes fuel-to-coolant heat transfer in
each of the axial nodes within the core region. Nuclear heating effects are
simulated using a generalized, nodal point kinetics model which allows
variation of the core axial power profile and the nodal reactivity
coefficients during the transient calculation. Core reactivity parameters,
which correspond to 9x9 fuel at an EOC (end-of-cycle) condition, are modelled
over a wide range of reactor operating conditions.
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B. 2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

Figure 2. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the SABRE model of the SSES reactor.
A single core channel is used, to represent the average flow and power
conditions within the 764 fuel bundles. Models of the bypass, upper plenum,
riser, separator, steam dome, downcomer, jet pump, and lower plenum regions
are also included. Vessel coolant sources consist of feedwater flow, high
pressure injection, condensate, and CRD (control rod drive) flow. In this
Section, the governing thermal-hydraulic equations for the various regions of
the reactor vessel are presented' des.ription of the fuel and cladding heat
balance equations and the nuclear heating model are then given.

B.2. 1 Fluid Dynamics Equations for Jet Pump, Lower Plenum, Core, Bypass,
Upper Plenum, Riser, and Separator Regions

Within the scope of the present model, the fluid at a particular location
within a region can consist of liquid (subcooled or saturated), vapor, or
two-phase mixture. The flow is one-dimensional and each region of the reactor
is characterized by an axially-uniform, flow area. Over each cross section of
a region, it is assumed that the fluid is in thermodynamic equilibrium which
implies that subcooled boiling effects are neglected. In all regions, the
two-phase flow regime is modelled as co-current. Locally, the fluid is
treated as incompressible so that all acoustic phenomena are neglected (i.e.,
acoustic waves are assumed to travel at infinite speed). The fluid is,
however, globally compressible in the sense that fluid properties vary with
the overall system pressure. This description allows modelling of transient
reactor behavior involving pressure variations without including complex
pressure wave phenomena. Potential and kinetic energy effects are neglected
in the present analysis. The model considers slip between phases, a
non-uniform, time-varying axial power profile, local pressure losses at the
inlet and outlet of the various regions, and wall and fuel-spacer frictional
effects. With these assumptions the continuity, energy, and momentum
equations, respectively, for each regior are given by (see ref. B-l,
pp. 185-196)

where the subscript k,= J, L, C, B, U, R, and S, which refer to the jet pump, lower
plenum, core, bypass, upper plenum, riser, and separator regions respectively. In
the momentum equation 6„,, where i=J,L, and C, is the Kronecker delta defined to be
unity for k=i and zero otherwise. This notation is used to indicate that the normal
flow direction for the jet pump region is downward and to denote that the length L(
contributing to the elevation pressure drop across the lower plenum region is less
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than the lower plenum

flow path length L~. In addition, the factor b„, in the spacer frictional
pressure drop term signifies that the core region, only, contains fuel
spacers. The Dirac delta function b(z„-j), where (=0 and L„, designates the
location of the local pressure losses at the region inlet and outlet. In the
above equations G(z,t) is the fluid mass flux, P*(t) denotes the system
pressure which is defined to be the steam dome pressure, P(z,t) refers to the
local fluid pressure, t is the time, and z is the axial coordinate
(0 < zk < I,,). In addition, the fluid density p(z,t), the volume-weighted
enthalpy h(z,t), the flow-weighted enthalpy h(z,t), and-the momentum density''(z,t) are defined through

p = (1-a) p' ap~ (4)

Z = [p'1-a) h' p~ a Ag / p,

(1-x) h' x A~, alld

(1-x) ~ x2
p +

where p and h are the liquid-phase density and enthalpy, p and h denote the
gas-phase density and enthalpy, a is the fluid void fraction, and x is the
flow quality (the mass flow rate of vapor divided by the total mass flow
rate). a and x are both in the range of 0 to I. In (I) and (2), y,„ is the
volumetric source of mass per unit time for region k, and h is the
associated fluid enthalpy. These terms account for the addAion of control
rod drive (CRD) flow to the lower region of the bypass channel. A complete
listin'g of variable definitions is given in the Nomenclature Section. As
mentioned earlier, the fluid properties are allowed to depend on the steam
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dome pressure P* rather than on the local fluid pressure P. The equation of
state for the fluid can therefore be expressed as p = p(P*, h). Note that
h = h for pure liquid and " = h~ for pure vapor. Appropriate boundary
conditions for (1)-(3) can be formulated by specifying the local fluid
pressure on z„=0 and z„=L„ and by specifying the flow-weighted enthalpy of the
fluid entering each region.

The void-quality model gives an additional hydrodynamic relation. In the jet
pump, lower. plenum, .core,,bypass, upper -plenum, riser, and separator regions,
the EPRI (ref. B-2) void model is used. Under reverse flow conditions in
these regions, the homogeneous void model is employed (see Section 8.4.4).
With the EPRI void-quality model, the void fraction o. is given by

C, x+ (1-x) ~ +
p~V

pl G

where the bubble concentration parameter C and the relative velocity of the
steam with respect to the mixture V are Jefined by

and

i/C
(P P )~99'g (1-a)

(p~'here

C = 4 P t / [P'(P i~-P'lI,

KG = Ki + (1-Ki)(p /p ) (12)

Ki = min(0 8 Ai), (13)
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— y lt ~ + exp ( -Re<I>> )] (14)

and

~ = (1 + 1.57 p'/p'j / (1-<i) {15)

ion P . is the fluid critical pressure, andHere o is the liquid surface tension, ,„., is
Re is the local liquid superficial Reynolds num er. qua i
defines the, homogeneous void-quality model with C,=l and V9,=0.

" z t is zero for all regions of the reactor
'e

fro th f 1 d to thexcept the core where it accounts for heat transfer rom e

ref. B-3) correlation is used to calculate the
In the sin le-phase region of the core iqui or su

ient. For the bo'ling region of the corecoolant-f lm heat transfer coefficient.
the film coeff'.cient is computed from the Thorn re .

(T „
P'8.6690,720

(16)

where
Hqp film coefficient for boiling region

(Btu/sec» ft ~ 'F)

clad surface temperature ('F)

(17)

T = coolant temperature ('F)cooL

2P* = system pressure {lbf/ft)

ee E . (2)] represents the local volumetric"( , )
'e gy qu ion [s q. ( )]

he cor d b wh it co t for
Th h t eneration rate within each of these

ed to be 1.75K of the total core power. The local
d to b o o t o 1 to th lo 1 fl idmagnitude of gamma heating is assumed to e propor i

density.

two- hase friction multiplier P is calculatedIn the momentum equation, the o-p
f th H rtinelli-Nelson correlation which inc u es e
developed by Jones (ref. B-5, B-l).e - - . is correlated as

y = r (G, P') [1. 2 (p'/p~-1. 0) x '] + 1. 0
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where

r(G, P') = 1.36 + 3.47 x 10 '' 3.60 x 10 'G

- 1.79 x 10 ''G ifG(194
(18)

and

r(G,P') =1.26 — 2.78 x10''+ 3.31/G
+ 5.40 x 10 4 P'/G ifG>194

(19)

For local pressure losses such as those occurring across a fuel spacer and the
inlet or outlet of a flow region, the homogeneous two-phase multiplier 4 is
used in computing the pressure drop,

where

4 = 1 + x (v~-v')/v'20)
In (20) v's the vapor phase specific volume and v is the liquid phase
specific volume.

Pressure changes also occur as a result of flow area differences between
adjoining flow regions. These reversible local pressure changes are computed
from a two-phase Bernoulli equation (see ref. B-l, p. 241). Reversible
pressure changes across the core and bypass. regions are neglected because the
large irreversible pressure drops associated with the orifice, fuel, spacers,
and bypass flow restriction are the dominant contribution to the local
pressure losses. Peversible pressur e drops are included in the remaining flow
regions of the reactor.

B.2.2 Fluid Dynamics Equations for Downcomer and Steam Dome Regions

Both the downcomer and steam dome are variable-volume regions. The combined
volume of these two regions is, however, fixed and is denoted as V, In the
following discussion, the subscript "D" refers to the downcomer region and the
subscript "SD" refers to the steam dome region. In the downcomer, coolant can

be added by means of injection flow and by means of the liquid exiting the
steam separator region. Furthermore, when the downcomer water level drops
below the feedwater spargers, coolant is injected directly into a region
occupied by saturated steam. In this case the steam condensing on the cold
make-up flow provides an additional source of mass to the downcomer region.
F~uid exits the downcomer through the entrance to the jet pump region. In
depressurization transients, where flashing occurs in the downcomer, vapor
separation at the fluid surface also contributes to mass loss from this
region. The mass and energy balances for the downcomer region can be written
as
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Dd Vso, ~p d3 gp
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(21)

dVso
Po o d

+ (Vo Vso) Po + T2D'xo dt

~PD 1 dP'
(VD — Vs) >D —"— ——= V .agp''t ~n2 ~ng cond SD

+ +s(Lst t)[1 x'L, t) j p'(L, t) - V (o, t)

(22)

where po is the down'comer fluid density, Y,o is the steam dome fluid volume,
W,„,. is the injection flow rate, W„, is the rate of vapor loss fr'om the

due to
downcomer region due to buoyancy effects and W 'h dd't',~ is e mass a ition rate

o steam condensation. W„ and W, refer to the mass flow rates within the
jet pump and separator regions respectively, and x, is the flow quality within
the separator region. The relation V = V - V where V 'h d

ume and V,o is the steam dome fluid volume, has been used in

enthal h- . is ' ' ' '
en

obtaining (21) and (22). In (22) h, is the downcomer volume-we't d

in the se arator r
py, ,-„,. 'he >ngection-flow enthalpy, h is the liquid-phase enth 1

p egion, ho is the liquid-phase enthalpy in the downcomer
en a py

region, and h'o is the vapor-phase enthalpy in the downcomer region.
Potential and kinetic energy effects are neglected in (22). Also, it is
assumed that only liquid flows from the downcomer to th ' '

it is assumed th
e je pump region, an

e at the latent heat associated with condensation is completely
absorbed by the injection flow. Simila. ly, the mass and energy balance
equations, respectively, for the steam down region are given by

dVSD+ V 8PSD dmso aPSD dP
pSD dt SD g d VSD

= Vs(Ls, t) Xs(L, t) + V — Vs~ — Ã~ „d alod

(23)

dUsosD ~ V p + y sD sD + V g sD 1 dP

SD
gp' dt

(24)

s( s ) s( s ) >s(Ls ) 'vs >o — >scmT2so —
>cond ~so
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where p„ and h,~ are the density and vo1ume-weighted enthalpy of the fluid in
the steam dome region. W„ is the rate at which steam exits the vessel
through the steam lines, and h',~ denotes the enthalpy of vapor in the steam
dome region. Note that W, consists of the steam flow through the turbine
stop valve, the bypass valve, the safety relief. valves, and the HPCI/RCIC
steam admission valves. Derivations of {21)-{24) are given in Section B.5.
Equations (21)-(24) can be expressed in matrix form (which will be referred to
later in the discussion) as

11 12 13 14

a a22 a23 a2

a31 a32 a33 a34

41 42 43 44

dip/d t
cK /dt
d6~/dt
dk'/ct t

1

d2
d3
d4

(25)

An isoenthalpic, homogeneous, equilibrium, critical flow model is used to
compute W„, under isolation conditions where steam is discharged through
SRVs. for™the unisolated case, the steam flow rate is calculated from a
proportional cont: ol model designed to maintain constant reactor pressure.
The steam condensation rate W„ is defined in terms of a condensation
efficiency q. If q = 0, no condensation occurs on the subcooled injection
flow; if q = I, the injection flow is heated to the saturation state by the
condensing steam. With this definition of q, the steam condensation rate W„~
is given by

q v „> {a~-a„„)
Af> Af>j 1l {A Ai>j)

(26)

For purposes of computational simplicity, q is taken to be a linear function
of the water level in the downcomer region. q=0 if level is greater than or
equal to the elevation of, the feedwater spargers, and q=l if water level is
less than or equal to a specified elevation below the spargers denoted by
L„,. The parameter L„, is measured in inches above TAF and is supplied as
part of the input data. Under conditions where flashing occurs in the
downcomer region, the vapor separation rate W„, is computed from

W„,= V~,A a p (27)
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where

Vb„

A~

bubble rise velocity (ftisec)

downcomer flow area at interface betw een downcome and s m

downcomer void fraction
9

Po gas phase density in downcomer (ibm/ft )

In Eq. (27), the bubble rise velocit is coy omputed from 6riffith's model

V~ = KjgD~ (28)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, 0 is th
annular sh ped downcomer region and K
diameter 00.

region, and K, is a constant whicn depends on the

B.2.3 Fuel and Cladding Heat Balance Equations

Thee heat transfer model presented here describes the
behavior within an average power fuel rod wit

i 1 d t o ~ A 1

neg ec e since the dominant t
th d'1 flo ofh tf'h
t h tt f f f lt 1 t
th f 1, th f 1- 1 ddi , th 1 dd'

th t f f th 1
dd'mpl

y d he
'

e 1'z t' th
With two equal volume radial fuel nodes tt'o '

PIC zir, —= — ' SBTq~ 2k~ (T -T

tn
+2 r,

(29)

and



(P fZ pfZ Ot a+I b(n
V2 I.,

+ S (rb-r,') q~

(3o)

where
p~ 'uel density (ibm/ft~)

C) fuel specific heat (Btu'/ibm 'F)

radius of inner fuel node (ft)
r„ fuel pellet radius (ft)
T,(z„ t) = fuel temperature ('F)

k] fuel thermal conductivity (Btu/sec ft 'F)

q (t) = axial-average volumetric heat generation rate within
fuel (Btu/secoft )

,S(z„t) = normalized axial power shape function

r„, r„ = cladding inside and outside radii respectively (ft)
T,~(z„ t) = cladding temperature ('F)

kc

gap conductance (Btu/ft~oseco'F)

. cladding thermal conductivity (Btu/ft.sec ~)

In Eqs. (29) and (30), the subscript "1" refers to the inner fuel node, and
the subscript "2" refers to the outer fuel node. In the outer fuel node, the
volumetric heat generation rate is'pecified as 10% greater than the radi ally-
averaged volumetric heat generation rate to account for self-shielding effects
within the fuel. Similarly, the heat balance equation for the cladding can be
written as
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2 2
p<C~< (rco zc1) Bc

( Tq~-T~)

1 (rgy

(31)

(r,-r,~)

where
yacc

T„,l(Z„t)

cladding density (ibm/ft )

cladding specific heat (Btu/ibm 'F)

coolant temperature within core region ( F)

coolant film heat transfer coefficient
(Btu/ft sec 'F)

Derivations of Eqs. (29) — (31) are given in Section B.6.

B.2.4 Neutron Kinetics Equations

Point reactor kinetics equations with six delayed neutron groups are used to
simulate nuclear heating effects within the reactor core. These equations,
expressed in terms of the core-average volumetric heat generation rate due to
fission q„-,",(t), are given by (ref. B-8).

dg R-Aass ~R-"
~ + Y' C ggdfl'SS

2~1
(32)

(33)
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where

R(t)

C;(t)

mean neutron generation time (sec)

delayed neutron fracti.on for group i

K$ .

decay constant for group i (sec ')

total reactivity (hk/k)

modified delayed neutron precursor concentrations
(Btu/ft sec) (C, is proportional to the actual
concentration)

In the SABRE code, transient calculations are carried out with the full
kinetics equation (32) under conditions where R>R,, or dq„„/dt > (dq, ,/dt)
where R, and (dq„.,/dt), are constants which are specified as part of Se cole
input. The prompt-jump approximation (ref. 8-8) to Eq. (32) is selected if
R<R, and dq~,.„/dt 'dq„.„/dt),. The total reactivity R(t) is computed as the
sum of the moderator density and doppler reactivities. Calculation of the
core reactivity is discussed in Section 8.3.

In addition to the fission power, heat is generated within the fuel as a

result of fission product decay. In SABRE decay power is computed with the
eleven-equation decay model used in the RETRAN code (ref. B-9):

11

g~ecqy ( 0) gneiss (0) P yd ( t) Xi (34)

where the decay heat group "concentrations" y,.(t) are obtained from the
solution of

(35)
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with

Yg (O) = Yx/>g ~=1, 2..., yy (36)

In the above decay heat equations

g (t> =~„,„( } = decay power (Btu/sec}

q,. (t)1SS total fission power = q
" 't' V (f ( + f (Btu/sec)

Y;(t) " oncentration" of i-th decay h t
decay constant for the i-th group (sec')

Y, = yield fraction for the i-th group (dimensionless).

Values for the A. and
and deca ower gives the total heat

K,. and Y. are given in (ref. B-9 .

ea generation rate g(t) within the reactor

(37)

B.2.6 Recirculation Pump Nodel

A sim lified' fied pump model is used in SABRE to m
'

n " owlt''de e su se uent f
ere the pumps are operating thip. n er conditions wh

s rom a

region at the jet pump throat 'is ca culated from
e

P =P'+ H~/g -2' '/g +~ p/vC P 8 JO (3B)

where
P (t)
p*(t}

>0(t)

H,h(t)

Io

w„(t)

downcomer fluid repressure at jet pump throat (lb /ft )f

steam dome pressure (lb~/ft )

downcomer fluid density (ibm/ft }

height of downcomer fluid above jet pump throat (ft)
downcomer fluid inertia (ft ')

jet oump inlet flow rate (lb,/sec)

rate of mechanical energy supplied to fluid
recirculation pump (fthm]b,/sec).
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(

When a recirculation pump trip occurs due to closure of HSIVs or because of a
turbine trip, the rate of pump energy input to the fluid decays according to

Ep ( C) Ep ( O) e (39)

where
5 {o) the initial pump power required to maintain rated flow

condi-tions {ftolb,/sec)

time at which the pump trip occurs (sec)

time constant for recirculation pump coast-down (sec).
P

B.2.6 Calculation of Steam Flow Rate from Vessel

Prior to initiation of a turbine trip or a HSIV closure, the reactor steam
dome pressure P*(t) is maintained in the neighborhood of its initially
specified value by means of a proportional control model. With this simple
approximation to the actual pressure-regulator response, the flow rate of
steam exiting the vessel is computed from

W~~(C) = GPR [P'(C) -P~e~] fo> C<M1'I2 (Cmzv'urb) (4o)

where

G>R

P,,

bstv

tcurb

GPR i s speci fi ed
computed by the
steam flow rate.

flow rate of steam exiting the vessel (ibm/sec)

pressure regulator gain (ibm/sec ~ psfa)
2pressure regulator set point (lbf/ft )

time at which HSIV closure occurs {sec)

time at which turbine trip occurs (sec)

as part of the code input data, and the set point P„, is
code so that W„, corresponds to the initial steady-state

For the case of an HSIV closure event, the steam flow rate is obtained from

C ( ) SRV( ) HPCI ( ) RCIC( ) MSIV( (41)
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where
SRY

WMPCI

WRCIC

WMSIY

steam flow rate through SRVs (ibm/sec)

steam flow rate to HPCI turbine (ibm/sec)

steam flow rate to RCIC turbine (ibm/sec)

steam flow rate through main, steam isolation valve
(MSIV) (ibm/sec)

Here W«IY is computed from the following linear model:

MSZV ( ) ~st ( MSZV) [ ( ~ MSEV) / MSZV]

~c> ~MSEV < t. < (~MSEV + ~ t'Mszy)

and (42)

+mzv ( ")

~ ) (4szv + ~4szy)

where
~tMsIY = cl osure time for the MS IV (sec)

The steam flow rate through the SRVs is calculated from an isoenthalpic-
expansion critical flow model (ref. B-9). An approximating expression for
this model has been developed (ref. B-9), and in terms of the steam dome
pressure and enthalpy this approximating relation is given by

3 4 ~
j

G,z)P', Z )
= P P Iz> —[50, 000 exP (-0. 0013733 Z ) ] (43)col' sD dg y4 4

where

G,„,, = critical mass flux (ibm/ft ~ sec)

P*
'

steam dome pressure (lb,/ft )

hso volume-weighted enthalpy for steam dome fluid (Btu/ibm)

Equation (42) is valid for 100 psia < pressure <2800 psia, and h, < enthalpy
< 1750 Btu/ibm.

For a turbine trip initiated ATWS, the steam flow from the vessel is computed
from
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Hpcz ( t) Rcz (44)

where
Wsv .flow -rate through=turbine stop valve (ibm/sec)

Wgy f1 ow rate through turb i ne bypass val ve ( 1 bm/sec)

As in the case of a NSIV closur'e ATWS, a linear model is used to approximate
the decrease in steam flow caused by turbine 'stop valve closure:

Wsv( t) Wstm ( turb) [ ( t tturb) ~4 SV]

for tturb ( t C (tturb + 4 Csv)

and (45)

fOr (tturb + 44V)

where 4t«(sec) is the stop valve closure time, Since steam can flow through
the turbine stop valve (while it is closing) and the SRVs, the flow through
the turbine bypass valve, required by the pressure regulator, is obtained from

W9v, req = WpR W>v W>Rv (46)

Upon initiation of a turbine trip, a time delay, denoted by dt«„(sec),
occurs before the turbine bypass valves begin to open. In addition, the steam
bypass system capacity is limited to 25X of rated vessel steam flow. Thus,
the actual bypass steam flow rate is given by
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Wsv = 0 for t s tcurb kt<»

WHv = Min Wsv,req> Wsv ~l Wsv,
(C curb ~ Cd1y)

6 CSV

for (t„>+Et~~) < C <(t„>+bt~, +BC ) (47)

and

WHV Min (WaV, req, WHV,max)

fOr (Csur> + kt<1~ + kt~v)

where

~BY,max maximum capacity (ibm/sec) of turbine bypass system
(25/o of rated vessel steam flow)

stay = opening time for bypass val ves (sec)

B.2.7 Suppression Pool Model

SABRE solves a mass and energy balance for the suppression pool in order to
obtain an estimate for the pool temperature during a transient simulation.
Steam discharged through the SRVs and steam exhausted from the HPCI and RCIC
turbines are the sources of mass and energy considered in the model. In
addition, the simplified model used in SABRE considers energy extraction by
the suppression pool cooling (SPC) system, but neglects suppression pool
energy losses to the surrounding walls and the air/vapor space.

The mass and energy balance equations for the suppression pool are given by

dM,
WSRV HPCI RCIC (4B)

The mass and energy balance equations for the suppression pool are given by

and

dh~p
sp

C
~ SP WSRV HPCI'PC1'CIC RCIC gsPc

sp ~ WSRV HPCI RCIC)

(49)
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where

h,

"SRV

WHPCI

WRC! G

hso

hHpcr

RCI C

~spc

mass of. water in suppression pool (ibm)

specific enthalpy .of suppression pool water (Btu/ibm)

flow rate of steam through SRVs (ibm/sec)

flow rate of steam through HPCI turbine (ibm/sec)

flow rate of steam through RCIC turbine (ibm/sec)

volume weighted enthalpy in steam dome region (Btu/ibm)

enthalpy of steam discharged from HPCI turbine
(Btu/ibm)

enthalpy of steam discharged from RCIC turbine
(Btu/ibm)

.rate of energy loss from suppression pool due to SPC
system (Btu/sec)

The heat removal rate by the suppression pool cooling system is calculated
from

gspc =
z.oop ( sp sw) (50)

where

"Loop

SW

number of SPC loops in operation (0, I, or 2)

suppression pool temperature ('F)

service water temperature ('F)

The service water temperature is assumed to be 90'F. The suppression pool
temperature is computed as the saturation temperature of liquid water with
enthalph h, .

The factor, 315, in Eq. (50) was determined from the containment heat removal
capability of 134 x 10 Btu/hr per loop for 90'F service water and-208'F pool
temperature (Table 6.2-2 of SSES FSAR).

B.2.8 Feedwater Yodel

A proportional control model is used in SABRE to regulate feedwater flow and
maintain downcomer water level near its initial value. In HSIV-closure and
turbine-trip transients, where feedwater heating is lost, the decrease in
feedwater enthalpy is approximated as an exponential decay. The time constant
v„ (sec) defining the enthalpy decay is supplied as part of the code input
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data. For a HSIV closure event, the coast-down of feedwater flow is also
approximated as an exponential decay with a specified time constant t, (sec).

B.2.9 Control Rod Drive Flow Yodel

Coolant addition to the vessel by the Control Rod Drive (CRD) system is
modelled as a mass and energy source in the bypass region. The mass and
energy associated with the CRD flow is deposited in the first mode of the

'ypassregion. It is assumed that the CRD flow reaches thermal equilibrium
with the fluid in the lower plenum before it reaches the bypass region. This
has a slight cooling effect upon the fluid in the lower plenum,

B.2.10 HPCI and RCIC Models

SABRE includes models which describe injection by the HPCI and RCIC systems.
The injection rates for these systems can be specified as constants, or the
code will calculate the injection rates if the systems are operated in level
control mode where the desired RPV water level is'pecified as part of the
input data. Pump affinity equations are used in conjunction with polynominal
curve fits o'he pump and turbine performance curves to calculate the HPCI
and RCIC turbine steam flow rates as a function of pump injection rate and RPV

pressure. The enthalpy of the fluid discharged from the turbines (and
deposited in the suppression pool) and the turbine speeds are also computed.
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B. 3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD

B.3. 1 Control-Volume Formulat'.on of Governing Equations

In this analysis, an integral method (ref. B-10) is used to approximate the
partial differential equations (1)-(3) governing the flow dynamics with a set
of first-order accurate ordinary'ifferential equations having time as the
independent variable. Specifically, integrating the continuity equation (1)
over the interval z„. to z„- + hz„,.and incorporating the equation of state
p = p(P*, h), leads to

k gp Qt k> kj 1 k ~+, yt k sk
kg

(51)

where z„,. specifies the axial position of control volume j of region k such
tnat z„, = 0, z„z = hz„, ..., ze„ = L„ - hz„ (N is the number of controlkvolumes-.in region k). For the simulations presented in this report,
N„ = N = 5, Nc = N, = 25, and N„ = N„ = Nz = 10. h„,. and p,. are the
control-volume-average enthalpy and density for volume j oP region k, i.e.,

ZQ hZk

Z„(~t) =- — f B„(z„, t') dz„and
EZk

Zkg

Zky a hZk

Pkj(t) =
J Pk(zk' d k

(52)

ZAj

The mass flux terms in (51) are defined by

Gkg(t) =- Gk(zkp, t) and Gkp g(t) Gk(zkg g t) (53)

In this discussion, if a variable is specified with a " " then the subscri pt j
denotes a particular control volume boundary within region k (e.g., j=l
corresponds to the inlet boundary of control volume 1, and j=N +1 corresponds
to the outlet boundary of control volume N ). Variables specif'ied without a""" refer to control-volume-average quantities, and here the subscript j
indicates the control volume number. Within a particular region, all control
volumes are of uniform length so that hz„ = L„/N„. Integration of the energy
equation [see (2)] over the region z„. to z„,. + hz„, and inclusion of the fluid
equation of state, yields
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OP kj CKkj
k Pkj kj kj kj ~kj+1 kj 1

kj (54)

+ kzq —qgy + kzq cg + kzq —— liq ~ —+ 5zq y q A ~ + 0(kzgj

h,, the flow-weighted enthalpy at boundary j of region k, is approximated by
t)e flow-weighted enthalpy associated with the control volume supplying the
flow to the boundary, i.e.,

hkj-1 t 0(d'zk) zf Gkf)0
hkj + 0(hzk) zf'kj(0 (55)

In compute>ng enthalpies on the boundaries of the various regions, it is
assumed that only liquid will flow from the downcomer region into the jet pump
region. In the case of reverse flow at the exit of the bypass region, it is
also assumed that only liquid will flow from the upper plenum into the top of
the bypass channel.

The., momentum equation for region k can be integrated over the entire flow path
length L„ to yield

i~ —+ >~ = r. [>.1 — >~.ij + 0(~~~~
dFk

(56)

where

Ik = fluidiner Ci a =- (I'/Ak) ffk effective (57)

a w a 2

and
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Gkj/Pkj 'Pkj "2 f -I ~ Ik. k 1~k'I
Gkj/ pkj „tjmN~~I

2A ~Pkj jm]

i/ Nf,'i »k~»+ —»k~ a «k Z PkjkL
jml

+
gn Z ~ [F.» d «s

+ f. Oas 6a.]
EZk "

Gk IGk I

hk j I pkj

(59)

The spatially-integrated form of the continuity equation was used in obtaining
(58). In the computation of Ha, it is assumed that the major pressure drop
contributions consist of the bypass inlet pressure loss and the elevation
pressure loss; the remaining pressure drop components for the bypass region
are neglected. In calculation of the convective momentum rransport term in
(59) for the inlet of the upper plenum region, it is assumed that G„, /p„',
is dominated by the core outlet flow conditions since the flow rate through
the core is generally much greater than that through the bypass channel. In
(59), the control-volume-average mass flux G„,. is computed as the average of
the volume-boundary values G„. and G„.„, i.e.,

kj =
( kj+ kjej (60)

The individual region momentum equations (56) cannot be solved directly since
the pressures on tl e region boundaries are in general unknown. However, by
adding the regional momentum equations (excluding the equation for ~he bypass
region) and incorporating the reversible pressure drops due to area changes,
the following overall momentum equation, with known boundary pressures, can be
obtained:

~~rev gc f~ ~ j 0 (~zk)
(kea)

where F = P 1'„F„and M = P M„
(6>)

dp„ „ is obtained from summation of the local reversible pressure drops. In
(61) P'(t) is the fluid pressure in the downcomer region at the elevation of
the jet pump throat see [Eq. (38)].

An additional momentum equation,,independent of the unknown regional boundary
pressures, can be obtained by subtracting the individual momentum equations
for the core and bypass regions. The resultant relation is
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[I F (t) — 2z F~(t) j
= M~(t) — M (t) + 0(diaz>) (62)

In (62) reversible pressure drops are neglected because, in the core and
bypa'ss regions, they are small in comparison to the local irreversible losses.

The regions occupied by fuel and cladding are also divided into control
volumes of length hz,. Integration of the heat balance equations (29), (30)
and (31) over the length hz„ leads to a set of ordinary differential
equations for the fuel and cladding nodal temperatures Tf]j T<2j and T,i;
respectively:

cfTfz5 2 kf p Tfpj Tfzj(p" <.")5
r + Sj r+ ~ljr

tn r,+r~
+2 r,

(63)
K

dTfyj 2k'(pa pa)q ( ~ ra)
(n

(Ta 5 Tt'»)

r, + r~
+2 r~

(64)
Tgz — T~ )

~rr, r,) -1 ~r.. r.,-
4r~ k~» 2r,„H~ 4r„k„j

+ Sq (rf, — r.*) g„,

and

( f» ~j)
(r~ — r~) 1 (r~~ — r~z)
4r~k~» 2r ~ H~ 4r,k<

Tctj TcooQ

(r- — «-),
4r„k«j 2r„Hfgggf

(65)

where the subscript j defines the axial node (j=l,2,...,N,). All other
variables have been defined previously.

Calculation of the heat flux to the coolant within the reactor core requires
determination of the clad surface temperature. Since the thermal capacitance
of the clad is relatively small, the surface temperature is calculated by
assuming continuity of heat flow from the clad midpoint to the coolant.
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Consistent with the control-volume formulation of the governing equations, the
total reactivity R(t) is computed as

R(C) = P P~ {P~g
- P«~p~) + g V<g {Tpp

— Tz gyt j) + R~~ + Rg
1 gil

(66)

where p„,(t) and p~-(t) are the nodal moderator density and Doppler reactivity
coeffic>ents, respectively, as defined in the SIHTRAN-E (ref. B-ll) code.
p, „, (t) and T „,,(t) denote reference state values for the core coolant
densi/y and fue) temperature; R,„ and R~ are the control rod and liquid boron
reactivities.

A state space description of p, p~, h, $ and the axial power shape function
S(z,,t) was developed to allow modelling of variations in these parameters as
reactor conditions change during a transient. In developing the state space
description, the three-dimensional, coarse-mesh, diffusion theory code
SIMULATE-E (ref. B-12) was used to calculate two-group neutron cross-section
and power-distribi~tion data over a wide range of reactor pressure (250 to
1050 psia), core flow (12.5 to 105 Hlbm/hr), and core-'inlet subcooling
(0 to 75 Btu/ibm). A total of 68 state points were considered. The SIHTRAN-E
(ref. B-11) code was then used to carry out a spatial averaging of the
three-dimensional cross-section sets and power distributions in order to
obtain the core-average axial power and reactivity coefficient profiles. The
profiles are Functions of reactor pressure, core flow, and core-inlet
subcooling. These three state variables correspond to the independent
variables used as input in the SIMULATE-E code, i.e., pressure, core flow, and
inlet subcooling are specified, and SIMULATE-E calculates the critical core
power, power distribution, and cross-sections.

The core-average power profile and reactivity coefficient data base described
above is contained within the SABRE code. During the transient c~~"«lation,
the time-averaged pressure, core-inlet flow~ and core-inlet subcooling are
computed using a time-averaging interval commensurate with the fluid particle
transit time through the reactor core (a value of 10 sec was used in this
analysis). S(z,t), A, $ , p„ and p~ are then updated in SABRE by linear
interpolation of the neutron-kinetics data as these time-averaged quantities
vary during the simulation.

Calculation of the core reactivity from (66) requires knowledge of the
reference state moderator density and temperature profiles. Reference state
values, for an average core channel, are computed by the SIMULATE-E code.
However, due to thermal-hydraulic modelling differences between SIHULATE-E and
SABRE, the codes yield slightly different moderator density and fuel
temperature profiles for the same values of core flow, pressure, and
core-inlet subcooling. Thus, direct use of the SIMULATE-E calculated
reference conditions in SABRE would result in critical power predictions which
differ somewhat from those obtained with SIMULATE-E. In order to resolve this
discrepancy, SABRE was initialized at all 68 critical reactor state points,
and the calculated moderator density and fuel temperature profiles were then
included in the neutron-kinetics data base and'sed as the reference
conditions. The neutron kinetics data base is given in ref. B-13. As the
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time-averaged reactor pressure, core-inlet flow, and core-inlet subcooling
vary during a transient simulation, these reference states are updated by
interpolation. Adjusting the reference state values in this manner allows the
SABRE code to calculate the critical reactor .power consistent with that
predicted by the SINULATE-E code.

B.3.2 Initialization and Temporal Integration Procedures

All transient simulations are initiated at normal reactor operating
conditions. In the initialization process, the reactor power, total core flow
(active core plus core bypass), reactor pressure, downcomer water level, and
downcomer subcooling are specified. The code then calculates the local flow
conditions, the core axial power shape and neutronics parameters, the fuel and
cladding temperatures, the pump power required to maintain the specified core
flow, and the total core reactivity. In general, the core reactivity will not
be zero for the specified input data and thus the initial reactor state is not
critical. In order to obtain a critical initial state, the downcomer
subcooling was adjusted until a value of zero was obtained for the initial
core reactivity.

A second- or fourth-order Runge-Kutta method or Euler's method can be selected
to carry out the temporal integration of the discretized equations. Two

time-step values are supplied to the code as input data: one is used by the
code when the prompt-jump approximation is employed and the other is selected
when the full kinetics equations are solved.

SABRE automatically switches from the prompt-jump approximation to the full
kinetics equations when the total reactivity exceeds R,, where R, is a

specified threshold reactivity for time step control, and returns to the
prompt-jump approximation when the reactivity drops below R,. Because the
fluid is locally incompressible, the control-volume boundary mass fluxes G„;
cannot be explicitly advanced in time. An iteration procedure was therefore
developed to compute the flows at each time step. An outline of the major
steps involved in the numerical solution is given below:

Values of F, I~Fc IeFs. h„,, P*, P', W„„V~~, h~, h,~, T,», Tfz'cci
C,, Q„., and Q~ are given as a result of completing a stage ot. the
Runge-kutta integration scheme.

2.

3.

Fluid thermodynamic properties corresponding to saturation conditions
are computed with P*.

Coolant void fraction and density are calculated from (4) and (5)
since p, p, h, h', and h are known at this point. Flow quality is
obtained from the void-quality model (8), and the flow-weighted
enthalpy is computed from (6). Bp/Bh and Bp/BP* are then computed for
each control volume.

Coolant heat flux and clad surface temperature are calculated by
assuming continuity of heat flow from the clad radial midpoint to the
coolant. With this assumption, the clad surface temperature is
required to satisfy the following algebraic relation:
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(~sur/'coot
1

co filmj

(~ct ~coot )

+co +n + 1

4~r„k» 2nr„Hf>~
{674

5.

A Newton's iteration scheme is used to solve (67) for the nodal clad
surface temperatures T „ „. [note that (67) is a transcental relation
for T,„„,. because the Pilm coefficient H~, depends on the clad
surface 'temperature]. The initial prediction for T,„„,, is obtained
from the result of the previous step.

As indicated in step 1, integration of the two overall momentum
equations (61) and (62) yields values for the quantities F and
I,F,-I,F,. These two quantities allow determination of two system flow
rates, namely, G and G„ (note that other flow rate pairs can be
determined from Oie values of F and I F -IaF>, e.g., G» and G»). With
specification of F and IcF -I~F„ the following two constraints can be
L d in the calculation of Gg| anJ G„ [see (58)]:

Tr (Gzr, Ger dP /dt)'=- F —g Za m» Ger
kwB

BP„G% Bp„j gp'l z
dt gp't " L~ 2

(68)

and

~ ( ~i, ci, d '/dt) = I~rc-I~F~ — IcA~G~i + I~A~G~i

Nc

JVs

— ZeAe P

~P ~cg

~BP g CKgj
BED

~Pcj
dP'p't

~~pa
dp'p't

bzchz C
C (69)

Calculation of G„, and Gc from Eqs. (68) and (69) is complic'ated by
the fact that P and Va also have a dependence on the temporal
pressure deriva'tive dP"/dt which is an additional unknown at this
point of the computation because of its dependance on the separator
region outlet flow rate Ws(Ls,t) [see (21)-(24)]. An additional
constraint must therefore be added to (68) and (69) in order to carry
out the determination of G„„ G,, and dP*/dt. This additional
relation is given by (see (21)- 25))
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C

A A dP'
(Ggg I G~~, dP'/dt) dt

11 12 13 1

a» a» a23 d2

31 32 833 d3

~41 ~42 843 d4

11 12 13 14

+2 +22

31 832 d33 834

a 1 8 2 8 3 8

= 0

(70)

It is important to note that in (68) and (69), the inlet flows G,
(k P J,C) are not additional unknowns since they can be expressecl in
terms of the two inlet flows G,, and G„ through the following
continuity relations:

Ac,Gii = AHz~ — 4 (71)

ABGB1 = AJGgg AcGc1 4 ~1, (72)

(73)

ARGR1 — AJGzi 4 4z, 4c —
4a — 4u + >c~ (74)

and

(75)
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where

Lk Nk

(p(t) -='A~ i —(z, t) dz = Aq4z» P ~ + 0 (kz~}
~Bp„. " dp„.(t)

—A„hz„P
(76)

In (73)-(75), W „, is the injection rate of CRD flow which enters the
reactor in the lower region of the bypass channel.

Before Eqs. (68)-(70) can be solved for the three unknowns G», G„,
and dP*/dt, the enthalpy time derivatives dh„./dt must be determined
since they have not been computed at this stage of the algorithm, It
is shown below, however, that the dh,./dt can be determined once G»,
G~„and d~*/dt are specified; there(ore, the dh>./dt do riot constitute
additional unknowns. From the discretized continuity and energy
equations, (51) and (54), the time derivatives dh ./dt can be computed
in a sequential manner, starting with the inlet oP the jet pump
region, as follows: Once G» and dP*/dt are specified, equations (51)
and (54), with k=J and j=l, are simply a pair of linear algebraic
equations for the nodal outlet flow G„ and the nodal enthalpy time
derivative dh»/dt. Note that the out et boundary enthalpy „z is
specified consistent with (55). Once the outlet flow for the first
jet pump node is calculated, the procedure is repeated for the
remaining nodes in the flow system. When the sequential computation
reaches the outlet of the lower plenum region where the flow branches,it is the specification of the core inlet mass flux G, which allows
continuation of the procedure For calculation of the )ocal fiow rates
and nodal enthalpy time derivatives.

Now that a procedure has been identified for computing the local flow
rates and the nodal enthalpy time derivatives for given values of G»,
G„, and dP*/dt, Eqs. (68), (69), and (70) are a closed system which
can be solved for G», G<„ and dP*/dt. A Newton's iteration is used
to carry out the iteration. Values from the previous temporal
integration stage are used as initial estimates for G», Gc„ and
dP*/dt.

Convergence difficulties were occasionally encountered with this
Newton's iteration,'articularly under severely unstable conditions
where core flow reversals develop and the partial derivatives of g„
gz, and g~, with respect to the inlet flows, become ill-behaved. If
convergence of the Newton's iteration cannot be obtained during the
calculation, the code transfers execution to an explicit solution „

method for equations (68)-(70). With the explicit approach, values of
dp„,./dt from. the previous temporal integration step are used in (68)
and (67). This allows decoupling of (68) and (69) from ]70).
Moreover, (68) and (69) can then be solved directly for G» and G„ by
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applying Cramer's rule; (70) is then solved by Newton's method for
dP*/dt with the current values of dpkj/dt This solution approach is
much more robust than the full Newton's iteration scheme but it incu 's
a greater truncation error; therefore, it is used only on the
relatively rare occasions where the Newton's method fails to converge.
Details of this alternate solution procedure are discussed in
Section B.3.3.

B.3.3 Alternate Solution Nethod for Equations (68)-(70)

As discussed in the previous section, if the Newton's iteration scheme
used for solving (68)-(70) fails, the SABRE code transfers execution
to an alternate solution method. In discussing this alternate method,
the values of dp„;/dt that were determined from the previous temporal
integration stage are denoted as*dp'„j/dt. With this alternate
method, the approximation

dpkg Oping
dt dt (77)

is used in (68) and (69) so that these equations reduce to

i ( zi» ci) =F E ikjjrGki
kiB

Np 0 2' iA» Z ——<i-—
~

dpkj 5ik '

keg y y dt Lk '

(78)

and

+2 (G/J Gcg) = icFc i~9 i/cog + i//G9g

+ Z+» p —EZ, ——(j-—)
dPcg EZc
dt' 2 (79)

— z~,p —h.z,——(g — —) = o-dp~g 6 Z~
dt L~ 2

With (71)-(75), (78) and (79) can be solved directly for G» and G„;
the resulting solution is given by
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l l2
cTI D and G„= D

d2 a22 21 2

(80)

where

11

12

a21

a22

11 12

a22

A~ (IJ + IL + IU + I~ + Is)
I,A,,
I Aq,
-5, (I,+ I,),

and

2 VB Vi 8 (4 ~I)

Ng

+ r~,P
Nc

+ r~~P

0 2
dP~j 6z~—hz ——(j — —)dt LB 2

dPcj 6zc 1—hz ——(j — —)dt L~ 2

6,

With the determination of G» and Gc„ the temporal pressure derivative
dP*/dt is obtained through solution of (70) with Newton's method using
current values of dp„,./dt.

Upon convergence of the two inlet- flows and the pressure '.'....e
derivative, an additional stage of the Runge-Kutta integration is
carried out, and new values of the variables listed in step I are
obtained. Starting with step 2 the algorithm is repeated.
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B.4 DISCUSSION OF CODE LIMITATIONS

In this section, the ma~or SABRE modelling deficiencies are identified, and
the effects of these code limitations on calculational results are discussed.

B.4. 1 Single-Channel Core Model

SABRE models the 764 fuel channels contained within the SSES reactor core as a
single average-power channel with a flow area equal to the combined area of
the individual channels. This modelling approach causes the code to
over-predict the period of nuclear-coupled density-wave oscillations.
Comparison of SABRE results against plant data and against results obtained
with a single-core-channel RETRAN model (ref. B-14), indicates that the SABRE
results are consistent with the RETRAN results and that both codes over
predict the oscillation period by -0.6 seconds. The simplified hydraulic
description associated with a single-core-channel model neglects effects of
radial power gradients within the reactor core.

Steady-state calculations carried out with the three-dimensional diffusion
theory code, ".IMULATE-E, indicate that core radial peaking factors, under
natural circulation conditions, are typically around 1.4 (ref. B-13).
Furthermore, the SIMULATE results show that mass flow rates in high power
channels are essentially the same as in average power channels. Thus, in high
power channels, the fluid velocity (and hence the propagation speed of density
waves) will be significantly higher than in average power channels. A higher
wave propagation speed gives rise to a higher fundamental mode frequency in
the high power channels relative to that in the average power channels. It is
expected that the core power/flow oscillation period is driven by the high
power channels since they are the most unstable. Thus, a model which does not
consider the high power channels separately, will always over-predict the
period of density-wave oscillations.

Neglecting to model the high power channels separately also leads +~
non-conservative predictions concerning reactor stability, i.e., the code may
show that the reactor is stable under certain operating conditions when it is
actually unstable. By examining reactor behavior as it approaches an unstable
condition, it can be seen that the single channel model exhibits this non-
conservative response. As the reactor operating state moves toward unstable
conditions, the high power channels will begin to show oscillatory behavior
since they are the most unstable channels. Oscillating conditions within
these channels will produce core-wide reactivity perturbations which may
entrain the remaining core channels into the oscillatory mode. If the reactor
model does not consider the high power channels explicitly, the reactor state
will move farther into the unstable region before the stability threshold for
an average power channel is reached and oscillations are observed. Thus, the
stability boundary predicted by a single average-power-channel model may be
located significantly farther into the unstable.", "gion than the actual
boundary for the system.
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B.4.2 Steam Line Nodel and Controllers
I

The SABRE code does not contain a steam line model; thus, the acoustic wave
propagation and compressibility effects associated with the fluid within the
steam lines is neglected in non-isolation ATWS simulations. In addition,
SABRE employs proportional control models to simulate the effect of the
pressure regulator and feedwater controllers on the reactor dynamic behavior.
Although these models account for the basic function of the controllers, which
is to maintain reactor pressure. and downcomer water level „in the neighborhood
of their set point values, they neglect dynamics associated with the various
time constants which characterize controller operation.

B.4.3 Clad-to-Coolant Heat Transfer

As discussed earlier (Section B.2. 1), in the subcooled region of the reactor
core, the Dittus-Boelter correlation is used to compute the clad-to-coolant
heat transfer coefficient. In the two-phase region the Thorn correlation is
used. For high heat flux or low flow conditions, where the coolant void
fraction approaches unity, the code makes a transition to a single-phase steam
cooling heat trans "er coefficient which is computed with th~ Dittus-Boelter
correlation. This heat transfer scheme does not account for the decrease in
the heat transfer coefficient that occurs when the clad surface temperature
exceeds the critical value (the clad surface 'temperature corresponding to
critical heat flux) where transition boiling develops. Also neglected is the
description of film boiling heat transfer in the situation where the clad
surface temperature exceeds the quench temperature (the temperature
corresponding to minimum heat flux on the boiling curve). A significant
amount of work has been done with regard to incorporating critical heat flux,
rewetting, transition boiling, and film-boiling correlations into SABRE;
however, this work is not complete at the present time.

8.4.4 Flow guality Under Reverse Flow Conditions

In transient simulations, SABRE uses the EPRI void-quality model (see
Section B.2. 1) to compute flow quality in the core, bypass, upper plenum,
riser, and separator regions under forward flow conditions. Thi's void model,
however, is not valid, for the case of reverse flow. In order to allow
simulation of flow dynamics .under reverse flow conditions, the code makes a
transition to the homogeneous void-quality model as a flow reversal is
approached. Use of the homogeneous model in this situation leads to an
over-prediction of vapor flow in the downward direction since buoyancy effects
are neglected with this model.

B.4.5 Separator Yodel

The separator model used in SABRE effects complete vapor/liquid separation at
the exit of the separator region (see Figure B.2. 1) which is above normal
water level. In actuality, the steam separators discharge liquid through a

path in the side of the separator at a location below normal water level.
Thus, at normal water level conditions the SABRE model under-predicts the flow
path pressure drop for the liquid exiting the separator. since it. does not
account for the hydrodynamic head associated with the liquid above the exit of
the liquid discharge path.



B.5 DERIVATION OF DOWNCOMER AND STEAM DOME MASS.AND ENERGY.
BALANCES

B.5. 1 Downcomer Re ion
i

For the downcomer region the fluid mass balance is given by

W> (L<f 0) [1 X> (L<s 0) ) V~(Of C) Wan ( 1)1 yacc col)d s

where Ho(t) is the downcomer fluid mass, W,.„,. is the injection flow rate,, W„~
is the rate of steam condensation occurring on the cold make-up flow, W,
(L,,t) and X (L,,t) are the flow rate and flow quality at the steam separator
exit, W<(o,t is the flow rate at the jet pump inlet, and M„, is the vapor
separation rate due to buoyancy effects.

The equation of state for the downcomer region can be expressed as

p~ — p~ (P,Z~j (82)

where P* is the system pressure and h, is the volume-weighted enthalpy. Using
(82), the term dMo/dt in (81) can be expressed as

dM d(V p ) dV ap, dr2, ap, ~PD D
p

D + V D D + V D
de dc dt gg dt gp't (83)

Substitution of (83) into (81) leads to

dV ap, W, ap
dp'z—+ Vz ——+ Vz ——= W> + Wdt g}j dC 8P a'(): XU ccyyt

D

) P X (L.. t-)j - W,(o, t-) - W

(84)

Although the downcomer and steam dome volumes vary with time, the sum of the
two volumes is constant and is denoted by V,. V, is therefore give by

V~ — V — V~g (85)

where V refers to the steam dome volume. Substitution of (85) into (84)
yields 5e mass balance equation (21).
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Neglecting potential and kinetic effects, the energy balance for the downcomer
region can be written as

i„~ + V~~„g Agp + Ã~ (L~, t) [1-X~ (L~, t) j h~ (L~, t)

-W(o t)h -W J2
g p'Vp

J I p vs

(86)

t

where h,.„,- is the injection-flow enthalpy, h,', is the steam-dome gas phase
enthalpy, x (L„t) refers to the flow quality at the steam separator exit, h,
(L,,t) denotes the liquid phase enthalpy at the separator exit, hp is the
liquid phase enthalpy in the downcomer, and hp is the gas phase enthalpy in
the downcomer. In (86), it is assumed that only liquid flows from the
downcomer to the jet pump region. Also, the last term on the right-hand side
of (86) represents the work done on the downcomer fluid because of volume
change. The total internal energy U, of the fluid in the downcomer region can
be expre~~ed as

pe
Up Vp Pp (P g 72p) Zp Z Pp(P',Zp) (87)

Taking the time derivative of (87) leads to

AU p'Vp Bpp dip
P 8 ——+ Vp pp+ Zp-dt J dt gg dt

(88)
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Substitution of (88} into (89} yields

dVD BPP CKD
PD D D PD Dctt BZ

c)P p 1 dP'
Vp Tlp —— — —= Vip J2 ~ ~ V ~LSD

gp J't n inj cond

+ >s(L's') [1 Zs(Z's')] >s(L's t)' >z(O, t) hp

p'tVD-V ADvs Z dt

(89)

i

Inclusion of (85) into (89) results in the energy balance (22).

B.5.2 Steam Dome~Re ion

For the steam dome region, the fluid mass balance is

—"= >s(~s t) >s(~s t) + <vs — >s~ — >cond (90)

where W„ is flow rate of steam exiting the vessel. The steam dome fluid
mass can™be expressed as

+SD SD PSD (+'SD) (91)

where h, is the volume-weighted enthalpy of the steam dome fluid. Evaluation
of dmso dt using (gi) leads to

~SP <~SD PSD ~SD PSD dP'=p —+V ——+V
cft cft $3 dt gp'(t

SD

(92)

Substitution of (92) into (90) leads directly to the mass balance Eq. (23).
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With the assumptions used in obtaining, the downcomer energy balance, the steam
.dome. energy balance becomes

+s (Ls< t-) Xs (Lsi 0) As (Ls' + +vs ho

p'Vso
+st ~SD +cond Aso

(93)

where U„ is the total internal energy of the fluid in the steam dome region.
Using a relation analogous to (87), the total internal energy time derivative
can be expressed as

UsD ( 3 P dVsD apso ~so
iPSD SD SD P so so

SD

~P so 1
dP'DiLSD gp'
dt'94)

Substitution of (94) into (93) yields Eq. (24).
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B.6 DERIVATION OF FUEI -AND--CLADDXNG HEAT .BALANCE EQUATIONS

Neglecting axial conduction, the heat conduction equation governing the
temperature distribution in an average-power. fuel rod is given by

p, C, r —= — —(rq,j + r S q"'Tg
Bt Br

(95)

where
Pf

C f

Tf(r,z, t)

fuel density (ibm/ft )

fuel specific heat (Btu/ibm 'F)

fuel temperature ('F)

radial coordinate (ft)
z axial coordinate (ft)
q„" (r,z,t) = radial heat flux (Btu/fthm sec)

S(z t)
q"(r,t)

normalized axial power shape function
h

axial-average volumetric heat generation rate
(Btu/ft +sec)

In SABRE, a two-radial-node model is used to simulate fuel heat transfer. The
governing equation for the inner node is derived by integrating,Eq. (95) over
the nodal cross-sectional area, i.e., from r=o to r=r, and from e=o to 8=2@.

Carrying out the spatial integration on each of the terms in Eq. (95), and
introducing area-~(oraged variables, yields

2n >4

f BTf 2 Bde fdr r pr Cr —= pf C fj z rg Tfi(z,t),n Be
o o

(96)

2m >a

d8 fdr —(rq,) = -2z r, q,(r„z, r),
0 o

(97)

and
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2)t Za

fdB fdr r S q'" = z r, S(z, t) qc(t),
0 '0

(9B)

where
Tf,(z,t)

pf1z pf1

the radial-average temperature for the inner fuel node
('F)

radius of inner fuel node (ft)
density (ibm/ft ) and specific heat (Btu/ibm F) of the
fuel within the inner node

q (t) radially- and axially-averaged volumetric heat
generation rate within the inner node (Btu/ft sec).

With Eqs. (96) — (98), Eq, (95) becomes

pz, C„~,, —Tz,(z, t) = -2r,q,(r„z, C) + S(z, t) r, q,(t) . (99)fl pal a

Similarly, integrating each term in (95) over the cross-sectional area of the
outer node (r,<r<rb and o<8<2ff) leads to

?r( Zb

fde fdr r pc C c
—= pcc C cc z (rz — r,'j rcz—(z, t), ()()0)

0 Z'a

2)( Zb

de fdr —(rg) = -2z [rz cj,(r z,tr)c,—r, qc" (r„z, t)] ()O))
Br

0 Za

and

21'b
fde fc(r r z q'" = d(z, t) z (r,' r.*j g, ( t) .

0 Za

(102)

With Eqs. ( 100) through (102), the heat balance equation for the outer fuel
node becomes
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( ~

2 2' /
Pz/ C~z/ (r/ — r,j —?'z/(z, t) = - 2 r/ qz(r/, z, t)

BC

+ 2 r. q, ('r„ t) + S(z, t)(r,' r,'j q, (t)
(103)

where
pfz, C fz = density (ibm/ft ) and specific heat (Btu/ibm 'F) of

fuel in outer fuel node

Tf2(z, t) = radi al -average fuel temperature i n outer node ( ')
rb radius of fuel pellet (ft)
qz't) = volumetric heat generation rate within outer fuel node

(Btu/ft +sec).

In the SABRE code, the fuel nodes are chosen to be of equal volume so that
r, = rb/42. The rate of heat flow from the inner to outer fuel node is
approximated "y the steady-state conduction relation

2R Z~ g~( ~/C) = Pi
Z2 Zi ) Egg

(104)

where
r„ rz = the radial locations coincident with temperatures Tf]

and Tfz respectively ('F)

Pi

Lf

P„ is defined by

logarithmic mean perimeter for heat transfer from inner
fuel node to outer fuel node (ft)
fuel rod length (ft).

2m L~ (r2 — r,)
tn (r2/r,) (105)
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In Eq. (92), the conductivity k is used because the inner. node has a
thickness greater than that of Ke outer node. Since„the outer node is
relatively thin, the parameter rz is taken as the radial midpoint of the outer
node, i.e.,

r = — (r + r>)1
2 2

(106)

For the transient calculation, the location r, is assumed to correspond with
the radial location coincident with T„ under steady-state conditions. Thus,
r, is obtained from the following steady-state solution of the heat conduction
problem for a solid cylinder with a radially-uniform heat generation rate:

Tr,(rzj,= ', [r, — r'] + T„(z)S,(z)
(107)

where the subscript s denotes steady-state conditions and T, is the
temperature at r=r,.'iven T,, Eq. (95) holds for 0<r<r,. )he radial average
steady-state temperature is given by

2n <a

rr„(z) =- —,fde

fear

r T r(r, )z
Za o o

(108)

Substitution of (95) into (96) yields

T~„(z) =- T„(z) + —S,(z) q, r,' (109)

Equating the right-hand sides of Eqs. (95) and (97) and replacing r with r,
leads to the following relation for the location of. the radial average
temperature in the inner node:

~a
r~ =—

v2
(110)

Combining Eqs. (92), (93), and (94) with (98) gives the rate of heat transfer
per unit area from the inner to outer node as
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kfg Tfg (zr t) Tfg (zr t)q,(r„z, t)
r, + r~
Q2 r,

(111)

The radially-averaged heat balance equation for the cladding is derived in a
manner analogous to that used for obtaining (91). The resulting heat balance
is

2 2 1 8 r
p«C«[r~, — r«j a

T«(z, t) = 2 r~ re(r~, z, t)
~ at

-2 r q (r,z,t)
(112)

where

p,< = cladding density (ibm/ft )

C ~
= cladding specific heat (ibm/ft )

T,~ = radial average cladding temperature ('F)

r„. = inside clad radius (ft)
r„ = outside clad radius (ft).

In order to complete the fuel heat transfer description, the heat fluxes
q'„'r„,z,t)and q'„'r„,z,t) must be expressed in terms of the various

temperatures. Using a lumped resistance model, these quantities can be
approximated by reiations analogous to (92):

2 mr> q" (rq, z. t) r„(z, t) — r„(z, t)
(r~-r,) y (r -r,g)

2mr~ kf, 2mr, H~ 4mr, k„
(113)

and

2nr„q" (r,, z, t) Z'~(z, t) — T„,i (z, t)
(r,-r,~)
4+re(2 k/ 2+re(2 +fjg)))

(114)
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Combining {87), (91), and {100) with (99), (101), and (102) gives the
radially-averaged fuel and .cladding heat transfer equations:

a b

Q2 r,

2 2 a 2kgl (T~l-T~z)
Pg2 Cpg2 (rb ra) —Tg2at r,+rb

en
+2 r,

r
(r„-r,) y (r„-r l)
4rbkq 2rl H~ 4r k,

+ S(z, C) (rb-r,) g~ (C),

and

(Tqz T~)
(rb-r,) g (r -r l)
4rb k~~ 2r l Hg 4rc, k«

ct cool (

(

(r„-r,l)
4r k (, 2r H~ll
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8.7 APPENDIX B NONENCLATURE

A cross-sectional
C, = radial bubble c
C = specific heat (
D„ = flow region hyd
f„ = wall friction f
f, = spacer friction
G = fluid mass flux
g = acceleration du
g, = 32.2 ft-ibm/lbf
h = volume-weighted
h flow-weighted e

hi„,. = specific enthal

Hfiim
H

g

k
K,
K~

K,
L

L„'

Nk
p

grit
p
PO

p

q"
mr

qf iss

qual

ml

qz

rci
rco
r,
rb
rl

t
Tct

flow area (ft )
oncentration parameter
Btu/ibm-'F)
raulic diameter (ft)
actor
factor,,n, K D„,/t,
(ibm/ft -sec

e to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec
-sec 2

enthalpy, Ip (I-a)h +p'ah']/p, (Btu/ibm)
nthalpy, (I-x)h +xh', (Btu/ibm)
py of coolant injected into vessel through

feedwater spar'gers (Btu/ibm)
clad to coolant heat transfer coefficient-(Btu/ibm-ft -sec)
fuel-cladding gap conductance (Btu/sec-ft -'F)
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb,/Btu
thermal conductivity (Btu/sec ftm'F)
nlet pressure-loss coefficient

outlet pressure-loss coefficient
fuel spacer loss coefficient
length of flow region (ft)
length contributing to elevation pressure drop across lower
plenum region (ft)
number of fuel spacers in a single fuel channel
number of control volumes in region k
local fluid pressure (lb,/ft )critical pressure of water (lb,/ft )
steam dome or system pressure (lb /ft )
downcomer fluid pressure at elevation of jet pump throat
(lbf/ft )
heated perimeter of flow region (ft)
heat flux to fluid (Btu/sec-ft -'F)
coolant volumetric heat generation rate (Btu/sec-ft )
core-average heat generation rate within fuel due to fissions
(Btu/sec-ft )'olumetric heat generation rate within inner fuel node
(Btu/sec.ft )
volumetric heat generation rate within outer fuel node
(Btu/sec ft )
inside radius of cladding (ft)
outside radius of cladding (ft)
radius of inner fuel node = r /l2 (ft)
radius of outer fuel node (peIlet radius) (ft)
radial location within inner fuel node coincident with
Tf1 = r //2 (ft)
radial location within,outer fuel node coincident with
T, = (r,+rb)/2 (ft)
teal core reactivity (hk/k)
axial power shape function
time (sec)
cladding temperature ('F)
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Tcool
Tf1

fa
Tsurf
v
~0

~so
V,
~gj

Winj

W„,

x
Z

a

h

>m

Pd
p
pl
PH

7 f
h

Tp

Subscr i ts

coolant temperature ('F)
inner node fuel temperature ('F)
outer node fuel temperature ( F)
cladding surface temperature ('F)
fluid specific volume (ft /ibm)
downcomer fluid volume (ft
steam dome fluid volume (ft )
combined fluid volume of steam dome and downcomer regions (ft )
relative velocity of steam with respect to the velocity of the
center-of-volume of the mixture (ft/sec)
mass flow rate (ibm/sec)
rate of mass addition to downcomer fluid as a result of steam
condensation on cold injection flow (ibm/sec)
coolant injection rate to vessel through feedwater spargers
(ibm/sec)
rate of vapor separation from downcomer region due to buoyancy
effects (ibm/sec)
flow quality (vapor flow rate/total flow rate)
flow region axial coordinate (ft)
void 4'raction
delayed-neutron fraction
constant in bubble-rise correlation
mean neutron generation time (sec)
delayed neutron precursor decay constant (sec')
moderator density reactivity coefficient (hk/k)/(ibm/ft )
doppler reactivit4( coefficient (hk/k)/'F
fluid density, ep +(l-a)~, (ibm/ft )
momentum density (ibm/ft )
homogeneous density, 1/[(v +. x (vg-v )], (ibm/ft )
surface tension of saturated water (lb /ft)
time constant for coast-down of feedwater flow (sec)
time constant for coast-down of feedwater enthalpy (sec)
time constant for coast-down of recirculation pump power (sec)
Hartinelli-Nelson two-phase friction multi~lier
Homogeneous two-phase multiplier, 1 + x (v -v )/v

B

C

cZ
cond
0
d
f
fiss
9
lnJ
j
J
k
L

bypass region
core region
cladding
condensation
downcomer region
Doppler
fuel
fission
fuel-cladding gap
injection
control volume or control volume boundary index
jet pump region
index to denote flow region (k = J,L,C,B,U,R, and S)
lower plenum region
moderator density
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PR

ref
S

stm
SD
U

Su erscri ts

pressure regulator
riser region
reference state
separator region
steam
steam dome region
upper plenum region

f
g
e

A~cron s

saturated liquid
gas phase
liquid phase

ATWS
CRD

EOP
H".C I
HRI
MSIV
RCIC
SLCS
SRV

anticipated transient without scram
control rod drive
emergency operating procedures
high pressure coolant inject;on
manual rod insertion
main steam isolation valve
reactor core isolation cooling
standby liquid control system
safety/relief valve
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APPENDIX C

REYIEW OF GENERAL ELECTRIC-
ATWS CALCULATIONS



~ $ C

PPKL took a deviation from the BWROG EPG Rev. 3 procedures in 1984. Since
taking this deviation, the BWROG has issued Rev. 4 of the EPGs. PP8 L is
presently implementing Rev. 4 of the EPGs. It was, therefore, decided to
evaluate the benefits of each approach. This required us to investigate the
basis of the Rev.-4 strategy. Specifically, this investigation concentrated
on the following three regimes of reactor operation:

1. RPV water level above the feedwater sparger and RPV pressur'e at
rated conditions,

2. RPV water level between MSCWL and TAF, and RPV pressure at rated
conditions, and

1

'3. RPV water level at TAF and reactor pressure below 300 psia.

While General Electric and the BWROG address these regimes of operation in the
open literature (refs. 23, 30, 34), it is not possible to determine if the
generic conclusions reached by General Electric and the BWROG apply to the
Susquehanna plant, given the information presented. As an example, it is
stated in ref. 23 that

"Power oscillations may occur when RPV water level is lowered significantly
below the normal operating range with the reactor still at power. These
oscillations have been analyzed and determined to result in thermal transients
well within the design capabilities of "the fuel. The oscillations are noted
at this point to indicate to operators that they are to be expected, and were
considered'n developing the steps which require deliberately lowering RPV

water level with the reactor at power."

and more recently in ref. 34,

"When EPGs were developed to address conditions of reactor scram failure, they
stated that water level should be lowered "irrespective of any consequent
reactor power or RPV water level oscillations." This statement was added
because of a concern for an increased potential for system-caused
perturbations in reactor power and sensed water level (e.g., power spikes as a

result of SRV closing) when there is less "cushion" in the reactor with the
water level lowered. These system-caused perturbations or oscillations may be
more likely as water level is reduced, but are different from T/H limit cycle
oscillations which are less likely at reduced water level. This may present
an operational problem since the operator may not be able to differentiate
between the T/H limit cycle oscillations which are a potentially severe 'plant
threat and the system-caused oscillations which are less threatehing to the
plant and are mitigated by smooth control of reactor pressure .and RPV

injection, This appears to favor lowering water level to mitigate T/H limit
cycle oscillations and substantiates the wisdom of the previous instruction to
lower level "irrespective of any consequent reactor power or RPV water level
oscillations."

From this discussion, it is clear that GE and the BWROG expect oscillations at
TAF. However, based upon the information presented, we cannot corroborate the
conclusion that these oscillations, "result in thermal transients well within
the design capabilities of the fuel." Furthermore, our in-house calculations
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lead us to conclude just the opposite. We, therefore, decided to review the
GE calculations which form '"..e EPG level power control strategy. To this end,
we prepared'a list of calculations to review. This list is presented in
Table C-1. We reviewed this list with J. Kyl.e Garrett of GE on April 2, 199z
and the GE EPG design record file with Jason Post of GE on April 3, 1992. A
description of our findings are presented below. This description represents
PP8L's understanding of the EPG calculational basis. PP&L offered to allow GE

to review and comment- on our review findings; however, GE declined this offer.

GE stated that they originally offered to perform calculations to .develop ATWS

EPGs. The BWROG declined the offer. Therefore, GE showed us other
calculations which could be used to support the BWROG ATWS EPG.

Cases I and 2 —Rated Pressure and Various Water Levels

GE has performed no calculations which study manual rod insertion. Therefore,
no calculations for cases la or lc exist,

GE did present calculations performed to evaluate plant response with and
without S'3 available. Two sets of calculations were presented. The first
set of calculations were performed using the REDY code during 1981. GE

admitted that the REDY code is not the appropriate code to use for evaluating
reactor stability from either density waves or moderator incursions. These
calculations were performed to evaluate what impact various RPV water level
control strategies have on the suppression pool temperature response during
full ATWS events when SLCS is available. The resultant suppression pool
temperatures were consistent with what PP&L computed using SABRE when
adjustments were made for pool water mass.

The second set of calculations presented by GE is described in the EPRI
report, EPRI NP-5562, Analysis of Anticipated Transients Without SCRAM in
Severe BWR Accidents. The calculation was performed using an early version of
the TRACG code and Peach Bottom input data. The calculation was performed
using implicit nu„ ~ries with large time .teps. GE agreed the numerical
technique would result in a significant amount of numerical dampening in the
calculation. This numerical dampening will artificially stabilize the ..

predicted power response and underpredict power peaks when unstable operation
is predicted. Even with this numerical dampening imposed by the solution
technique, the results of this calculation show that the reactor becomes less
stable as the RPV water level is lowered. It is stated in the report that,
"One result not observed in the NSAC/69 data due to its steady-state basis,
but apparent in this study, is that the stability decay ratio is close to
unity as water level is lowered." While this second GE calculation cannot be
used to directly evaluate reactor stability at low reactor water level, it
does corroborate the PP8L concern that the reactor becomes were responsive as
the RPV water level approaches TAF.

Case 3 —Low Pressure Operation and Low Water Level

The calculation described in EPRI NP-5562 included a rapid depressurization
and, reflood using the core spray system. This portion of the calculation was
presented to describe the reactor operation at low pressure, Again, because
of the numerical solution technique cited above, the calculation would not be
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expected to predict unstable operation. Furthermore, the use of core spray
instead of an outside-the-snroud pumping systems as recommended by the BWROG
EPG Rev. 4 (HPCI, condensate, LPCI) would damper any density wave oscillations
and reduce the peak power and fuel temperature during low pressure operation.
A discussion of these points follows.

The use of core spray for low pressure injection offers no insight into the
reactor behavior at low pressure. The core spray flow sprays into the upper
plenum where it first fills up the upper plenum and then flows down the bypass
to the lower plenum. Thus by the time the flow enters the core it is most
probably saturated. Furthermore, the core spray flow rate is about a factor
of 4 less than a single LPCI pump injecting. Additionally, the core spray
flow terminates when the pump shutoff head is reached, in the RPV as the core
returns to power. All these factors are stabilizing with regard to density
wave oscillations and limit the magnitude of the power spikes.

Use of LPCI instead of core spray will also prevent sustained density wave
oscillations since the injection flow terminates as the RPV pressure exceeds
the LPCI pump shutoff head. The power spikes, however, should be much greater

'orthe folio'ng reasons. The LPCI flow injects through tl e jet pumps into
the lower plenum. Therefore, the injection flow is still subcooled when it
enters the core. This subcooled liquid is heated to saturation before the RPV
will begin to pressurize, thus allowing additional reactivity to be inserted
into the core. Second, the rate of injection is 4 (I pump injection) to 8
(2 pumps injecting) times greater for LPCI than for core spray. These two
factors combine to increase the positive reactivity inserted for LPCI
operation and thus result in significantly greater power peaks.

Use of condensate or HPCI allows for heating of the injection flow to
saturation since the injection flow sprays. into the steam space. However,
these pumps have a much greater shutoff head. These higher shutoff heads
allow for continued injection as the vessel pressurizes. This continued
injection, in turn, may lead to much greater power spikes and, in the case of
HPCI, allow for sustained density wave oscillations.

Case 4 —Containment Response With Failure of Suppression Pool Cooling

GE presented no calculations which included a loss suppression pool cooling.

Case 5 —Non-isolation ATWS Without Operator Action

GE has published NED0-32047, "ATWS Rule Issues Relative to BWR Core Thermal-
Hydraulic Stability." This report describes TRACG calculations for BWR5/6
power densities, operating on the HEOD rod .line and an- assumed 100% turbine
bypass capacity. No such plant exists. This configuration was assumed sinceit is considered bounding. Brookhaven National Laboratory and PP8L have
performed calculations which show the reactor response is sensitive to bypass
capacity. We believe it is necessary to examine how a real plant responds,
not the bounding plant. GE performed one calculation with 25% rather than
100% bypass. Unfortunately, this calculation only simulated the first
60 seconds of the transient. The calculations described in NEDO-32047 did not
show core damaging oscillations until about 180 seconds. We conclude that the
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25% bypass case offers little insight into the effect of bypass capacity on
reactor stability because of its short duration.

Cases 6 and 7 —Non-isolation ATWS With Feedwater Flow Reduction
and Early Boron

No calculations were presented which examined the effect of feedwater flow
reduction or early boron injection.

Review of GE calculations referenced at the BWROG EPC II meeting on
April 2, 1992.

During the discussion, GE claimed that all their calculations predicted that
the reactor becomes subcritical when the RPV is rapidly depressurized even
when substantial RPV injection is occurring during the depressurization. GE

retracted this statement, however, during PP&L's review of the GE

calculations. They agreed that their calculations also show that reactor
remains critical during depressurization when a substantial amount of RPV
injection occurs during the depressurization.

Review of GE calculations concerning clad failure temperature and minimum
steam cooling water level (NSCWL).

PP&L reviewed the fuel temperature failure calculation. This calculation was
performed as described in the basis document. No similar calculation was
performed for the ATWS condition.

Summary of Review

GE has performed a limited number of REDY and TRACG calculations which
evaluate the reactor response to ATWS. The REDY calculations results are of
interest when evaluating the suppression pool response during ATWS. GE is
consistent with PP&L when allowances are made for the suppression pool water
mass.

The TRACG calculations were performed using implicit numerics. GE agreed that
this solution technique introduces a large amount of numerical dampening and,
therefore, would not be expected to yield reliable results from a thermal-
hydraulic stability viewpoint. We, therefore, conclude that GE has no
calculations that support the strategy to lower level to TAF or depressurize
on the HCTL.



Table C-I

Requested Calculations

Case 1 —Rated Pressure and Low Water Level
I

Full ATWS (HSIVs closed) at rated pressure with suppression pool cooling and
reactor water level controlled between TAF and the HSCWL:

~ manual rod insertion (HRI) and SLCS,

~ SLCS and no MRI,

~ MRI and no SLCS,

~ no MRI and no SLCS.

We are interested in the type of numerics (explicit or implicit) used to carry
out the c:.'. ulations and the time-step sizes used in the integration of the
governing equations. In addition, we are interested in the size of the
spatial noding used to model the reactor. We would like to see results for
fuel and clad temperatures as well 'as the power, reactivity, core flow, and
water level response. We would also like to review results for suppression
pool temperature, and containment pressure.

Case 2 —Rated Pressure and Water Level Corresponding to Full HPCI Flow

We would like to review your analysis for the four subcases listed under
Case I but with an alternate level control strategy such as allowing HPCI to
run at full flow. What calculations have you performed which show that it is
necessary to reduce RPV water level below the equilibrium level obtained with
full HPCI flow?

Case 3 —Low Pressure Operation and Low Water Level

For this case, we are interested in the reactor behavior at low pressure with
the water level between the HSCWL and TAF for the four reactivity control
strategies listed in Case 1. We are particularly interested in the type of
numerics and time-step sizes used in carrying out the'calculations.

Case 4 —Containment Response With Failure of Suppression Pool Cooling

We are interested in the containment response with failure of one or two loops
of suppression pool cooling, How does the BWROG ATWS response strategy
address the consequences of these failures? In particular, what is the role
of venting with a 10-minute delay heat vent?

Case 5 —Non-isolation ATWS Without Operator Actions

For this case, would like to see results without mitigative operator actions,
but for a plant with 25N turbine bypass capacity and a BWR 4 power density.

'Qgf
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The initial rod line should -not'e greater than the 100% rod line. "The

feedwater sparger elevation shoul'd'e typical of a BWR 4.

Case 6 —Non-isolation ATMS Mith Feedwater F1ow Reduction

This is the same as Case 5, but operators take prompt action to reduce
feedwater fl,ow and uncover the feedwater spargers.

..Case 7 —Non-'.isolation ATMS Mith Feedwater Flow Reduction and Early
Boron Injection

This is the same as Case 6 but with prompt initiation of boron injection.
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